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S kep t i c a l Gro u p s i n A u s tra l ia
Australian Skeptics Inc – Eran Segev

www.skeptics.com.au
PO Box 20, Beecroft, NSW 2119
Tel: 02 8094 1894; Mob: 0432 713 195; Fax: (02) 8088 4735
president@skeptics.com.au
Sydney Skeptics in the Pub – 6pm first Thursday of each
month at the Mezz Bar, Coronation Hotel, Park St in the city
(meeting upstairs)
Dinner meetings are held on a regular basis.
Next dinner- Media and Bunkum - Tory Shepherd, journalist
Sep 29 - Bookings online or contact nsw@skeptics.com.au

Hunter Skeptics Inc – John Turner
Tel: (02) 4959 6286 johnafturner@westnet.com.au

Queensland Skeptics Association Inc – Bob Bruce

PO Box 3480, Norman Park QLD 4170
Tel: (07) 3255 0499 Mob: 0419 778 308 qskeptic@uq.net.au
Hear Bob on 4BC Paranormal Panel - 9-10pm Tuesdays
Meeting with guest speaker on the last Monday of every month
(except December) at the Red Brick Hotel, 81 Annerley Road,
South Brisbane. Dinner from 6pm, speaker at 7.30pm.

Canberra Skeptics – Kevin Davies

PO Box 555, Civic Square ACT 2608
http://www.canberraskeptics.org.au Tel: 0408 430 442
mail@canberraskeptics.org.au (general inquiries),
arthwollipot@gmail.com (Canberra Skeptics in the Pub).

Meetings are held upstairs at The Cricketers Arms Hotel, Cooks
Hill (Newcastle) on the first Monday of each even numbered
month, commencing 7.00pm, with a guest speaker or open
discussion on a given topic. Visitors welcome. Further information
from the secretary at: kevin.mcdonald379@bigpond.com

A free monthly talk, open to the public, usually takes place
on the 1st Saturday of each month at the Lecture Theatre,
CSIRO Discovery Centre, Clunies Ross Rd (check website for
details of the current month’s talk). Skeptics in the Pub gather
at 1pm on the third Sunday of each month at King O’Malleys
Pub in Civic. For up-to-date details : www.meetup.com/
SocialSkepticsCanberra/

Australian Skeptics (Vic) Inc – Terry Kelly

Skeptics SA – Laurie Eddie

Skeptics’ Café – Third Monday of every month, with guest
speaker. La Notte, 140 Lygon St. Meal from 6pm, speaker
at 8pm sharp.

Thinking and Drinking - Skeptics in the Pub, on the third Friday
of every month. Contact nigeldk@adam.com.au
www.meetup.com/Thinking-and-Drinking-Skeptics-in-the-Pub/
calendar/10205558 or http://tinyurl.com/loqdrt

GPO Box 5166, Melbourne VIC 3001
Tel: 1 800 666 996 vic@skeptics.com.au

More details on our web site www.skeptics.com.au/vic

Borderline Skeptics Inc – Russell Kelly

PO Box 666, Mitta Mitta, Victoria 3701
Tel: (02) 6072 3632 skeptics@wombatgully.com.au
Meetings are held quarterly on second Tuesday at Albury/
Wodonga on pre-announced dates and venues.

Gold Coast Skeptics – Lilian Derrick

PO Box 8348, GCMC Bundall, QLD 9726
Tel: (07) 5593 1882; Fax: (07) 5593 2776
lderrick@bigpond.net.au
Contact Lilian to find out news of more events.

52B Miller St Unley, SA 5061
Tel: (08) 8272 5881 laurieeddie@adam.com.au

WA Skeptics – Dr John Happs

PO Box 466, Subiaco, WA 6904
Tel: (08) 9448 8458 info@undeceivingourselves.org
All meetings start at 7:30 pm at Grace Vaughan House,
227 Stubbs Terrace, Shenton Park
Further details of all our meetings and speakers are on our
website at www.undeceivingourselves.org

Australian Skeptics in Tasmania – Leyon Parker

PO Box 582, North Hobart TAS 7002
Tel: 03 6238 2834 BH, 0418 128713 parkerley@yahoo.com.au
Skeptics in the Pub - 2nd Monday each month,
6.30pm, Ball & Chain restaurant, Salamanca Place

Darwin Skeptics – Brian de Kretser

Tel: (08) 8927 4533 brer23@swiftdsl.com.au
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E D I T O R I A L From the Editor

On reflection

I

4

’ll say it up front: I don’t think I
have ever met a more self-reflective
self-analytical bunch of people than
the skeptical community. I don’t
say navel-gazing or self-absorbed,
because they don’t apply. They apply
to an inward obsession, a negation
or denial of, or apathy to the ‘outside
world’, and skeptics, by and large, are
always facing outwards – dealing with
claims and claimants, followers and
fraudsters, the misled and misleaders.
But with all that concern with
the world out there, at the same
time skeptics regularly (constantly?)
review and examine their own
motivations and activities. At every
meeting of skeptics, there is always
an element – at the very least – of
discussion on why we do what we
do, how we approach the multiplicity
of topics that we deal with, how
we assess the evidence, and how we
should approach individuals and
organisations that we consider to be
misled or misleaders.
Inherent in that reflection is a lot
of criticism, much of it very strongly
worded, much of it confrontational.
Phil Plait’s famous talk on “Don’t
Be a Dick” – presented two years ago
at TAM 8 – derided a self-satisfied
skeptical movement for what he
saw as “hubris ... running rampant.
... Egos are just out of check, and
sometimes logic in those situations
falls by the wayside.”
At this year’s TAM, Jamy Ian
Swiss criticised a skeptical movement
and individuals who were allowing
personal and organisational politics to
override science and scientific method;
in fact, individuals who were allowing
“logic to fall by the wayside” in
favour of grievances and animosities.
These include the arguments on both
sides in the supposed “elevator-gate”
debate. (Readers not familiar with this
should do some googling, but at the
same time maintaining a dispassionate

approach is recommended.)
Self-reflection is not a comfortable
thing. In fact, it should never be
comfortable. It should always be
confrontational and often disagreeable
and disagreed. But it is healthy to
undertake the occasional review of a
movement, its tenets, its practices, its
very nature.
You’d be hard pressed to find
many movements as seriously
self-flagellating about their very
fundamentals. You can see political
parties doing it, but often from the
point of view of leaks and boosting
or undermining of individual
positions. Almost 1700 years ago, the
Christian church did some of this at
the Council of Nicaea, but that was
primarily to formalise and unify its
various divergent beliefs. No such
luck in the skeptical movement – too
many individuals, too many different
cultures and, most importantly of all,
it is a movement based on method not
mantras (or, at least, it should be).
So, is all of this discourse and
sometimes disagreement held up for
all the public to see a good thing,
or does it undermine the skeptical
‘brand’? There are enough problems
‘out there’ that we hope to deal with,
for better or worse, so is it right that
we do the same internally?
I believe so. I think it is an honest
and healthy approach to the issues
confronting skepticism. But only if
it is carried out in the spirit in which
it should be intended – a discussion
among equals. There is nothing
wrong with criticism – it’s a necessary
revitalising of an organisation
and movement. But if it becomes
destructive for other than altruistic
motives, then perhaps we should
do some reflecting on the type of
reflection we do.

.

- Tim Mendham, editor
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Around the traps...
For regular news updates, go to www.skeptics.com.au

Apocalyptic fears
USA: A NASA scientist has been

given the task of responding to literally
thousands of emails and phone
messages from the public about coming
apocalypses, the correspondents often
being distrustful of government coverups, including by the NASA scientist
himself.
Dr David Morrison is the senior
scientist at NASA’s Astrobiology
Institute in the Ames Research Center
in California. There he specialises in
asteroid impact, terrestrial defence
from same, planetary exploration and
the search for extraterrestrial life.
New York journalist Dan Duray
reports in the AWL website that, for
the past eight years, Morrison has run
the “Ask an Astrobiologist” feature
on the institute’s website. Started by a
civic-minded intern, the column has
become the go-to place for concerned
citizens to write to NASA and ask if, as
they’d heard on the internet, the world
will truly end on December 21, 2012.
“Before he took the helm on Ask
an Astrobiologist, Dr Morrison hadn’t
heard anything about such theories.
Now he can’t escape them,” Durey
writes.
All good fun, until you read
Morrison’s citing a young caller: “I am
really scared about the end of the world
on 21 December. I’m headed into 7th
grade and I am very scared. I hear you
work for the government and I don’t
know what to do. Can someone help
me? I can’t sleep, I am crying every day,
I can’t eat, I stay in my room, I go to a
counsellor, it helps, but not with this
problem. Can someone help me?”
Does it get worse than such mental
trauma?
“A teacher once wrote to him to say
that she’d had two sets of parents tell
her they intended to kill the whole
family before December 21. After
calling the teacher to make sure it
wasn’t a prank, they agreed that she

should contact protective services,
which she did.”
Proving that there’s no such thing as
a harmless pseudoscience.

Lion around
UK/AUSTRALIA: The ABC/AFP
reports that British police recently called
off a search for a lion that was supposed
to be on the loose.
Several holidaymakers staying in
caravans in the seaside town of Clactonon-Sea said they had seen and heard a
lion wandering in a field nearby.
Police were called in and two
helicopters, one with heat-seeking
equipment, were deployed alongside zoo
workers armed with tranquiliser guns.
A local zoo and travelling circus
were quizzed, but neither reported any
missing animals. The circus owner said
they didn’t even have any lions.
Meanwhile, News media report that
the Victorian government is reinstituting
a search for big cats in the state.
The Weekly Times says that an official
investigation has been launched in
line with a 2010 pre-election pledge
from Nationals leader Peter Ryan,
who said “there were enough credible
observations” to warrant the effort.
Agriculture Minister Peter
Walsh said work on the
big cat study had already
started. He said wild-dog
control remained the
Government’s priority
but there were now
“sufficient departmental
resources available”.
“The study will
review existing
literature, reports,
correspondence
and other evidence
for the presence
of big cats in
Victoria, and

it includes liaison with relevant
community groups and individuals
who have reports or records of possible
sightings.”
The study is expected to take several
months to complete.
The investigation is known to
include staff from the Department of
Primary Industries and the Department
of Sustainability and Environment.
Opposition agriculture spokesman
John Lenders said the Government’s
priorities to rural and regional
Victorians were more important “than
solving Deputy Premier Peter Ryan’s
obsession with finding his big cat”,
and suggested departmental resources
– currently threatened with cuts in
numbers – could be put to better use.

Bigfoot flattened
USA: A man dressed in a military-style
camouflage ‘Ghillie suit’ (below), who
was attempting to provoke a Bigfoot
sighting, was struck by two vehicles
and killed on a US highway south of
Kalispell, Montana last month.
The Daily Inter Lake website reports
that Montana Highway Patrol Trooper
Jim Schneider said “[The man] was
trying to make people think he was
Sasquatch so people would call in a
Sasquatch sighting. You can’t make
it up. I haven’t seen or heard of
anything like this before. Obviously,
his suit made it difficult for people to
see him.”
“Alcohol may have been
a factor,” Schneider said.
“Impairment is up in the air.”
The Flathead County
Sheriff’s Office identified
the man as Randy
Lee Tenley, 44, of
Kalispell.
The wonderfully
titled Flathead
County is also home
to a lake monster,
imaginatively called
the Flathead Lake
Monster.
5

NEWS

Jobs has a new pad

The Minister for
Homeopathy

THAILAND: Apparently

UK: New Scientist magazine reports

that Jeremy Hunt, the recently
appointed UK Health Minister, is a
believer in homeopathy and it should
be provided at public expense by the
NHS.
Since news of his appointment
emerged, senior scientists have
spoken up, including Edzard Ernst,
former director of complementary
medicine at the University of Exeter,
UK, who is quoted by New Scientist
as saying that “To praise the positive
contribution of homeopathy to the
National Health Scheme does not
bode well for the new person in
charge of UK healthcare. One can
only hope that with the reality of
the new job, there will be a more
rational insight in the actual evidence
on this topic.”
Hunt had apparently signed a
parliamentary document called
an Early Day Motion in 2007,
supporting the provision of

UFOs are fattening
USA: Pop star Robbie Williams is
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apparently planning on buying an
island off California which he plans to
turn it into a base for spotting UFOs.
The singer is planning on building
a luxury resort on
the 1.3 acre White
Rock Island so he
and his wife Ayda
can stay there and
spot UFOs, reports
Examiner.com.
Williams first
visited White Rock
Island last year
and found it to be
a perfect location
for UFO spotting,
with minimal light
pollution and a clear,
unobstructed view
of the night sky.

homeopathic medicine by the NHS.
Such motions are used routinely as
barometers of parliamentary interest
in issues.
By signing the motion, along with
205 other MPs, Hunt agreed that
parliament “welcomes the positive
contribution made to the health of
the nation by the NHS homeopathic
hospitals”, and “calls on the
government [then Labour] to support
these valuable national assets”.

The singer has said that he has seen
UFOs before, although he admits his
obsession with aliens made people
think he is ‘‘weird’’.
Williams developed a fascination
with extra-terrestrial beings after
getting ‘‘burnt out’’ by his pop career
and decided to turn
his attention to fashion
when he realised his
new hobby was affecting
his public image - and
making him pile on the
pounds.
‘‘I was looking for
something else. I thought
that something else was
making documentaries
about UFOs. But that
wasn’t going to work
out for me. It just made
me weird and - at the
time - fat. Weird and fat,
looking at UFOs.

Apple founder Steve Jobs has been
reincarnated as a celestial warrior. Fox
News reports that, according to a Thai
group, the Dhammakaya, he’s living in
a mystical glass palace hovering above
his old office at Apple’s Cupertino,
Calif. headquarters.
Speaking in a series of sermons
beamed to hundreds of thousands of
the group’s followers around the world,
Phra Chaibul Dhammajayo, abbot at
the Dhammakaya Temple north of
Bangkok said that “After Steve Jobs
passed away, he was reincarnated as a
divine being with a special knowledge
and appreciation for science and
the arts.”
Fox reports that Phra Chaibul’s
sermons “have unleashed significant
criticism, including from some skeptics
who suspect he is just trying to get
attention to help with fundraising.”
Among other things, the abbot
has said the reincarnated Jobs spends
much of his time lounging in a glass
palace resembling an Apple store. Phra
Chaibul also said the being formerly
known as Steve Jobs is attended by
20 servants, who seem to resemble
the Apple store ‘Geniuses’ who help
customers set up their iPhones and
other devices here on earth.
Senior monks at the Dhammakaya
Temple declined requests for comment.

Is Wakefield appealling
USA: Apparently antivaccine

campaigner Andrew Wakefield has
appealed against a dismissal of his libel
suit against the Britsh Medical Journal,
its editor, and journalist Brian Deer.
These had earlier published articles
outlining Wakefield’s scientific fraud
in his ‘research’ on negative impacts
of vaccines. Wakefield had his medical
licence revoked by the UK General
Medical Council following revelations
of his behaviour, but he remains a hero/
martyr to the antivax movement.

.

THEM

Reader’s indigestible
Tim Mendham looks at those ‘other’ publications, where
skepticism is a dirty word.

A

s skeptics pioneer Ray Hyman says in an interview in this issue of The Skeptic
on the founding of CSICOP and its magazine The Skeptical Inquirer, “We
didn’t have a voice at that time anywhere, whereas the believers had all kinds of
voices. They had their own journals – they had about ten popular newsstand
journals – completely psychic journals.”
And they still do.
In this, the first of a regular report, we look at THEM - some of those
“voices” out there that promote every kind of pseudoscience and parnormality,
often in the one magazine.

Uncensored
This New Zealand-based publication
(A$8.95) is one of our favourites.
(And you can bet that sentence will be
quoted at some stage.) You really don’t
need to read anything else with a copy
of Uncensored in your hands, because
every issue covers almost every aspect
of pseudoscience, pseudomedicine and
the paranormal that exists, or doesn’t
exist, as the case may be.
It is particularly strong on
conspiracy theories. Apart from the
usual ones – 9/11, chemtrails, Obama’s
birth certificate, etc – the latest issue
(#28) has a fascinating story on how
the Titanic that sank in 1912 wasn’t
actually the Titanic but another vessel
owned by the White Star line, the
Olympic, which was so poorly built
and so prone to accidents that it was
seen as a Jonah. Repairs were going to
cost too much so, following a quick
paint job, the owners substituted it
for the Titanic, and let it sink in the
Atlantic. This was both an insurance
fraud and a face-saving exercise. That
1500 people died in the process is
unfortunate, but the switch did make
the company a lot of money.
Or so the author of “It wasn’t the
Titanic” says. Sadly, we don’t know
8

who the author is, as the story isn’t
credited to anyone. Presumably it’s the
editor or the publisher or both ... or
someone else.
But, as a simple(?) case of business
fraud, the article doesn’t seem to align
with the themes of the other items
in the issue. There we have various
government/establishment/leftie
conspiracies and cover-ups, such as
“Is Obama gay”, “Zionist plans to
assassinate US citizens”, “Eight signs
the Illuminati orchestrated WW2”
and “Secret mind control experiments
by the CIA and other government
agencies” (not so secret, apparently).
Then there is the article revealing
how the Olympic Games represent a
plot to bring in the New World Order.
Look at that logo for the London
Olympics – doesn’t that say “Zion” to
you? The fact it also looks like “2012”
is only a cover. This one article drags in
(take a deep breath): a ‘New Jerusalem’
to rise in London; the significance
of the fact that Munich’s 1972 and
London’s 2012 logos were both seen as
innovative, and the Munich Olympics,
after all, “were host to the first ‘official’
global terrorist attack”; pyramid
numerology; 1984 and Big Brother

and the All Seeing Eye; ancient
Mayan calendars; the Olympic rings
representing the “five cycles of the
Earth’s death and rebirth ... who has
been in control of the Earth through
these cycles?” And on it goes. (Did I
mention that the 30th Olympiad –
XXX – is the same sign as kisses and
pornography, and part of “the biggest
occult agenda known to man”? I bet
you hadn’t noticed that.)
This article also doesn’t have an
author, but that’s no doubt to protect
them from reprisals. It does draw on
the work of Rik Clay, who was “the
first to OUT the 2012 Olympics
Games as being a ritual Event to
mark the NEW ZION” [their
punctuation]. Clay was 26, and after
publishing his “discovery”, he died.
Need we say more?
There’s normally bit more medical
conspiracies than appears in the
current issue, but you get the idea.
All grist for the paranoid mill.
And all harmless, except for what
it represents and the nature of the
argument. That there are 28 editions
of this sort of stuff – about 8 or 9
years worth – repeated endlessly
from issue to issue, and that it comes
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out of such a small market as New
Zealand, all goes to indicate that
there is a strong following for
conspiracy theories.
And when the argument
presented is of the nature of the
final lines of the Not-the-Titanic
article, then you know you’ve got a
purveyor of very loose logic, at best:
“The Olympic (the original
Titanic) was retired from service
in 1935 and sold as scrap. ... She
was finally cut up in at [sic] T.W
Ward’s shipyard in Inverkeithing,
Fife, Scotland where the steel was
recycled. I [the unknown author]
wonder if anyone noticed the
name “TITANIC” under the name
“OLYMPIC” when they cut it up,
or maybe T.W. Ward was told to
keep quiet about it ... and, well, he
certainly kept his word.”
No word? No evidence? No
proof? That proves the case then.
Fortunately the publishers
point out that “The articles in
this magazine are for educational
purposes only and do not necessarily
reflect the opinions of the editors,
publisher or advertisers. Our sole
aim is to stimulate rational debate
and discussion of the important
issues of our time.” Such as whether
Obama is gay.

This Australian publication
(A$7.95), as the title suggests,
is primarily on UFOs, though
the current issue also covers crop
circles (thought that topic had
died years ago), cryptozoology
(Australian big cats in the current
issue) and the less specifically titled
“paranormal” and “unexplained
phenomena”. These last two cover
a multitude of sins.
It has the subtitle of “Beyond
imagination lies the truth”. What
that means is not exactly clear,
though it does seem to indicate
that finding the truth requires
something more than evidence,
proof and logic. That doesn’t
bode well.
Actually, the articles in
UFOlogist are nowhere near as
loony or paranoid as those in
Uncensored. Bill Chalker is a
contributing editor, and he has
been on the Australian UFO scene
for as long as the Skeptics have
been around, and is one of the
more reasonable and approachable
UFO proponents.
While it has its fair share of
government cover-ups, UFOlogist
does pay tribute to those who
don’t go completely paranoid
or off the deep end of the scale.
An obituary for Paul Norman, a
UFO researcher who died earlier
this year aged 96, described him
as “relatively candid about issues
and ‘didn’t suffer some UFOlogists
gladly’, especially those with egos
and beliefs that pushed their
standing/position within the
subject above the research”.
Nonetheless, this is a
publication for UFO believers,
and a proportion of this particular
edition of the magazine is
dedicated to the Australian pilot
Frederich Valentich’s UFO-

encounter ‘mystery’ from 1978.
A new (1979!) transcription of
his last transmission is included,
which differs markedly from the
‘official’ one issued the day after
his disappearance, and which
was published in this magazine
in December 2009. This ‘new’
version – first covered in a reenactment by two actors, therefore
no actual tape or proof - contains
dialogue which more clearly
indicates a UFO encounter,
but which also seems to be an
amazingly informal chat between
a pilot and air traffic control.
Apparently “the Department
of Transport released its [official]
transcript in part to scotch
rumours about unofficial
recordings and UFOs” – rumours
which must have been made
and spread amazingly quickly,
considering the official version
came out within hours of
the incident. (For the record,
that official transcription is
also published in this issue of
UFOlogist.)
“Kosher or crap?” the article
asks. I’d come down on the side
of crap.
In among the encounter and
abduction case studies, there are
some less breathless pieces, such as
an article giving straight reviews
of alien films (including Alien
– the next issue will have films
based on “ real life encounters”);
a stargazing section with genuine
astronomy; and some nice pictures
of crop circles (no lengthy text
– just captions in an amazingly
flowery typeface). In summary,
UFOlogist is much less sensational
than Uncensored, and while it is
perhaps a touch dry, it does at least
have the occasional sense of reason
and some genuine investigation.
9

REPORT

Skeptical Convention

Time

for

TAM

Tim Mendham visits Vegas, attends the world’s biggest
skeptical get-together, and refuses to play the pokies.

C

limb the Empire State Building,
visit the pyramids, surf Bells
Beach, get stuck in Bangkok traffic,
wander the alleyways of Venice at
night, visit TAM Vegas.
Yep, that’s one of the things you
must do before you die (though I don’t
think it’s necessarily in the published
list.)
TAM is the ultimate skeptical event
– more people, more luminaries, more
events, more hours. Not to mention
more poker machines (“slots”) than you
can poke a poker at.
So how was TAM this year?
In July, your correspondent attended
TAM for the first time, so it was with
some excitement and trepidation that
we entered through the big doors,
walked down the yellow-lit corridor,
and into the world’s largest gathering of
skeptics.
Held once again at the South Point
hotel and casino, the location matched
the size and expectations of the
visitors. As Martin Hadley described

10

Top The South Point Casino, host to TAM 2012,
somewhere in the Las Vegas landscape (actually, it’s off to the right, away from the Strip).
Right The SGU panel face up to the audience lights, cameras, talks

the place in his report last year, it is
“a plush and sparkling monument
to human frailties”. That’s if you
include 64 bowling lanes, 16 cinemas,
a 4000-seat equestrian centre and
the aforementioned slots as frailties,
which you probably do. It is designed
to appeal to all tastes, as long as those
tastes lean toward the garish and noisy.
But you’d want it to be that
appealing, because South Point is
situated at the wrong end of Vegas,
south of the airport instead of north
where the traditional Viva Las Vegas
Strip is, although that strip itself has

changed a helluva of a lot since Elvis
did his tubby gyrations on stage. This
location might make accommodation
less expensive than those hotels on the
Strip, but at 22 floors (or is that 23,
it is America, after all) it stands out of
the flat landscape like the proverbial
shag on a rock, glowing goldly in the
hot - very hot - Vegas summer sun. So
hot, in fact, that you’re desperate to get
inside and slot away.
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A note on Vegas itself for those, like
I was before TAM, yet to make the
trek to this jewel of the Great State of
Nevada.
For a start, close to two million
people call Vegas’s larger metropolitan
area home. That’s a lot, considering
the total population of Nevada is only
2.7 million. The capital of Nevada is
Carson City, and that has less than
60,000 people, so you can see why
the Gambling Capital of the World is
such an important part of the state’s
economy and, sad to say, culture. I was
told that everyone works in the hotels
and casinos, or supporting businesses
like fast food and donut manufacture.
That might be true, because there
doesn’t seem to be much else in the
city area. Apart from the Strip, the
city is laid out like a huge quilt, except
every square is the same – long lines
of roads with long lines of apparently
identical houses stretching almost to
the surrounding hills.

BUT WHAT ABOUT THE SPEAKERS?

From the start, I’ll have to admit
I didn’t go to every presentation. I
think hardly anyone does; there’s
virtually an overload of speaking,
which is a good thing. But I did have
an excuse. Between Richard Saunders,
Rachael Dunlop, Eran Segev, Don
Hyatt and myself, we manned the
Australian Skeptics table, promoting
our next convention in Melbourne, the
magazine you are currently reading,
and musk sticks. (The latter were
described by very sceptical Americans
as tasting anywhere between “delicious”
and “perfumed soap”. Some came back
for more; some left a portion of what
they’d already eaten.) We were also
constantly interrupted by Australian
radio celebrity and all-round good
dag, Maynard, interviewing all of
us in between interviewing anyone
who moved at the convention. You
can hear his roughly 1300 interviews
on the Skeptic Zone podcast (www.
skepticzone.tv).
Among the highlights of those I
saw were George Hrab’s musical MCing and speaker intros, the Skeptics
Guide to the Universe live podcast,
Jamy Ian Swiss’ take on the skeptical

movement, and, it must
be said, our own Eran
Segev’s description of recent
activities in this country,
fighting (or helping to fight)
the forces of darkness.
Swiss’s presentation
was, without question, the
highlight of highlights. He
described, with full emotion
and force, the development
of the skeptical movement
and the contingent rise of
‘new’ atheism. You can see
the full presentation on
YouTube. But in summary,
he declared that, while
the skeptical, new atheist
and secular humanist
movements have a great
deal of shared ground,
these are, in Stephen Jay
Gould’s words, “overlapping
magisteria” which Swiss said
“should not be in conflict,
but are also not the same
thing”.
Most importantly, he
was critical of those who
endorse and support the
skeptical movement and
all it stands for, and then
want to change it: “You’re
welcome in the tent, you are
not welcome to come in and
pick up the tent and move it
somewhere else.’
He was strongly critical
of those atheists who are
also totally and regularly
non-skeptical on other
topics (atheists who believe
in astrology, for instance).
He cited famous US TV
personality and confessed
atheist Bill Maher, who
also has an anti-vaccination
stance. To put it mildly,
Swiss was not impressed.
Eran Segev did impress
the TAM audience with
his description of skeptical
activism, Australian-style.
He related the Skeptics’
support of Ken Harvey’s
tussle with Sensaslim, the
ongoing battle with the anti-

From top to bottom:
Jamy Ian Swiss makes a pointed point; George Hrab practises his intros backstage; Eran Segev enjoys describing
Australian activism; Randi listens ... and stares menacingly;
and a panel on medicine with Steve Novella, Harriet Hall,
David Gorski and Rachael Dunlop.
All photographs courtesy of Ingrid Laas
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have been due to a
clash with Comicon
Continued...
(with which it shares
a proportion of
the audience) and
vax movement, and the equally ongoing
possibly due to an
attempts to bring the Therapeutic
often (over)heated
Goods Administration into the real
debate over claims
world and to stop allowing the apparent
of sexism and sexual
endorsement of dubious ‘medical’
assault at TAM.
treatments. The audience drew in its
Rebecca Watson of
collective breath when he called on the
the SGU was notable
anti-science brigade to ‘bring it on’ and
for her absence,
that we’d meet them head on.
presumably due to
It was a common thread throughout
that debate which
TAM that people would come up to
she largely instigated.
members of Australian Skeptics and say Others who were present, such as
they wished their own groups would
Skepdoc Harriet Hall, were notable
or could be like us and actively take on
for their strong positioning against the
the ‘baddies’ rather than sit and deride
claims.
from a distance.
But more than the bumping and
On a lighter
meeting and the
side, the evening’s
debating in the
At least sometimes
entertainment ran
corridors outside,
the gamut from a
the presentations
give me something to
rock and roll concert
are
think about, not just nod themselves
from Penn Jillette
obviously the
and his NoGodBand my head in agreement.
centrepiece of the
(complete with
event. As at all
strippers and donuts!)
skeptical events,
to a talk by George Carlin’s daughter
the speakers themselves are very
on the comedian’s chequered life.
approachable, and many a wide-eyed
And, of course, there was the
skeptic could be seen grabbing hold
Million Dollar Challenge test of a
of a Novella or a Randi for that happy
power-band proponent, described
snap. Some of those skeptics, it must
elsewhere in this issue.
be said, verged a little too close to the
hem of the speakers’ garments for this
writer’s comfort.
SUMMATION
But what about the eye-opener?
Was it worth going to and, being a
Well, I’ll preface the following with
first-timer, was it an eye opener?
I’ll have to be honest and answer
those two questions in this way: “yes
definitely”, and “sort of ”.
Yes definitely, because you really
don’t come across the wide range of
speakers and organisations represented
at TAM anywhere else. Over three days
(four if you made it to the Thursday’s
mini-workshops) you will bump into so
many skeptics with so many different
accents that you’ll think you’ve landed
in Skeptic UN, and you have. There
were 1300 of them this year, down
from the 1600 last year, which might

“

”
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Right: Randi appears in triplicate for the
benefit of the audience way at the back

Penn performs for the enthusiastic masses
(high on donuts?) and Teller speaks!

the declaration that I was one of a
bunch of five people involved with
setting up TAM Australia in 2010. The
overriding feeling of that event was fun
and excitement. A real buzz, even for
those of us rushing round like onearmed paperhangers trying to ensure
everything ran apparently smoothly.
This was the largest skeptical event ever
held in this country, by a large margin.
It had many attendees who had never
been to a skeptical event before, and
who suddenly and gratefully realised
that they were not alone. It also had the
largest contingent of overseas speakers
ever, by a very large margin (not to
mention a bevy of local speakers who
more than held their own against their
international confreres and, in some
cases, I believe, bettered them).
I should also declare that I’ve been a
formal Skeptic for most of my life (and
for all of the Australian Skeptics’ life) so
I have heard a presentation or two on a
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range of skeptical topics in my time.
At TAM Australia in 2010 were
James Randi, the SGU crew, Brian
Dunning, George Hrab, Eugenie
Scott and Pamela Gay, not to mention
Australians Richard Saunders, Rachael
Dunlop and Eran Segev.
Who were the speakers at TAM
2012 in Vegas? James Randi, the SGU
crew, Brian Dunning, George Hrab,
Eugenie Scott and Pamela Gay, not to
mention Richard Saunders, Rachael
Dunlop and Eran Segev.
OK, there was also Penn & Teller,
Ray Hyman, Michael Shermer, Jamy
Ian Swiss, Carol Tavris, Tim Farley,
DJ Grothe, Lawrence Krauss, Ben
Radford, David ‘Orac’ Gorski, Harriet
Hall, Banachek, Karen Stollznow, etc,
etc. So the impressive list of skeptical

worthies goes on.
And who was speaking at TAM
2011? James Randi, the SGU crew,
Brian Dunning, George Hrab, Eugenie
Scott, Pamela Gay, Richard Saunders,
Rachael Dunlop, Penn & Teller,
Michael Shermer, Jamy Ian Swiss,
Carol Tavris, Tim Farley, DJ Grothe,
Lawrence Krauss, Ben Radford, David
‘Orac’ Gorski, Harriet Hall, Banachek,
Karen Stollznow, etc, etc.
And thereby hangs a tale. There is a
certain continuity about TAM which
is a little disconcerting. Sure, these are
the big names, and worth seeing in
their own right. But with a few rotating
exceptions each year, they are all regular
attendees. (Richard Dawkins, Phil Plait
and Neil de Grasse Tyson were semiregular ring-ins last year.) But do the
regular team have something different
to say, each year? Hopefully and
presumably so, but I wasn’t there last
year so I’m not able to comment.
But the important thing with
all of these presentations, as with
all presentations at all skeptical
conventions, is to at least sometimes
give me something to think about,
not just nod my head in agreement.
Some controversy, some argument,

W H AT Y O U N E E D T O K N O W

S
•
•
•

ome tips and observations for your next trip
to TAM.

During TAM, don’t think of walking to the Strip from the
South Point – it’s too far except for the most athleticallyminded, and too hot even for them. You’ll die. Much better
to stay in the air-conditioned window-less casino and only
come out when the money’s gone and then, and only then,
face that blast of hot desert air as you leave the building.
But if you do go – and you should - you can catch a bus or
a taxi, but the latter will cost you about $50.
America is said to have a very serious obesity problem. It
shows. The fact they serve donuts for breakfast might have
something to do with it.
LA airport’s Terminals 6 and 7 (and apparently most of the
others) are a horror: getting through immigration, customs,
security requires more time than you’ll spend in the rest of
your trip; you’ll get lost in the concrete corridors between
immigration, customs and security, fearing you’re a lost
prisoner in some huge Californian jail. If you have to spend
time in the waiting lounges with hundreds of others, try to
enjoy yourself by visiting the few shops while waiting for
your flight, dragging hand luggage behind you, looking for
something to do that doesn’t involve reading a magazine

•
•
•
•

•
•

even some relevant and appropriate
rage, please. (Jamy Ian Swiss was all
of these.) Be wary of the same topics
year after year. As Martin said, quoting
DJ, of last year’s convention: “TAM
is a time to celebrate skepticism
and critical thinking. ... It is a time
to debate and learn and make new
friends.” Personally I think there’s room
for a little more debate and a little less
celebrating.
And definitely room for some fun
in the presentation room as much as in
the evening’s entertainment.
In summary, yes, it was worthwhile.
Would I go again? If there’s enough
variation and challenging new topics,
yes definitely.
But it behoves me to add that
those who can’t afford the time or the
dollars to go to Vegas should seriously
consider going to Melbourne for the
next Australian Skeptics convention
from November 30 to December 2.
The speakers will include some of
those international luminaries; the
Melbourne University venue will have
fewer poker machines; if two particular
speakers come head to head there may
be some controversy; and there will
definitely be fun. Lots of fun.

.

or playing Angry Birds. Make sure you say goodbye to
friends on the footpaths - inside, prior to security which is
only three metres from the doors, there are no cafes for fond
farewells, and very few highly-fought over seats.
Go through San Francisco, I’m told.
The planes at LA airport never seem to land or take-off on time.
And with the particular airline I used – whose name sounds
like something to do with Nations - they seem to be perennially
overbooked and offering people money and accommodation
not to fly with them ... at least, not on that day.
Allow lots and lots of time for connecting flights.
Las Vegas airport is different. Surprise surprise, there’s glitz,
glamour and lots of flashing signs. And ‘slots’ in the terminal,
right near the airport lounges. Hop off a plane, and you can
be gambling in 30 seconds. Apparently some departing
passengers have to be paged several times and then bodily
dragged off the machines to get onto their flight.
There are two versions of the famous “Welcome to Las
Vegas” sign. They built a second one because the original is
beside a road, and people were getting killed crossing it to
take their photos.
Escalators are the wrong way round – you have to take the
one on the right, not the one on the left. Some Australians
feel extremely foolish trying to get on an up-elevator to go
down.
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Balance Challenge 2

Balance on Stage
Richard Saunders reports on an attempt to win JREF’s million dollar challenge –
balance bands being the flavour of the year.

O
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ne of the great institutions of
modern skepticism is the James
Randi Educational Foundation’s
(JREF) Million Dollar Challenge, aka
the MDC.
A cash prize has been on offer, in
one form or another and for varying
amounts, for almost 50 years. Indeed,
it has inspired many other skeptical
groups around the world to also offer
a cash prize, including an A$100,000
challenge by Australian Skeptics.
Over the last few years it has become
a tradition that, if possible, the annual
Amazing Meeting (TAM) should end
with a live test of an MDC claim that
can be described as paranormal or that
it defies our current understanding of
science. Such an opportunity presented
itself in 2012.
Our story starts in March 2012
when I received an email from Andrew
Needles, a resident of California.
Needles informed me that he is the
inventor of the “Dynactiv SR”, a range
of sports wristbands and pendants
that offers the wearer greater strength,
improved balance and so forth via
tiny microchips that are embedded
into the products. He thought that I
would be just the person to help him
prove to the world that his invention
really worked as opposed to other
similar products on the market.
(Readers may be familiar with my
investigations into the Power Balance,
NRG Titanium Ion and Shuzi bands.)
I wrote back to Needles saying I would
be happy to be involved with any test
or demonstration, but suggested his
best option was to contact the JREF.
Indeed, I wrote to the JREF’s MDC
director, Banachek, shortly thereafter
to inform him of Needles’ claim and
desire to be tested.
To be brief, his main testable claim
was that he could tell if someone was
wearing or had about their person one

of his Dynactiv SR products
by applying a balance
and strength test. He
claimed that in around
1000 demonstrations,
only two people had
reacted poorly or in
an unexpected way.
To quote Needles:
“I know for a fact
that my product
works, and am willing
to put my name, and
reputation on the line
to prove it. I just want a
chance to prove it.”
It’s worth noting that after
many years of investigating amazing
claims (and I am sure this is true for
others in the field), I have come to
recognize certain ‘flags’ or indicators
that suggests to me whether or not a
person is sincere. From beginning to
end I had no indication that Needles
was not sincere and really did desire an
honest and fair test. I found him to be
friendly and helpful at every stage.
Over the next few months, many
emails flowed between myself and
Needles, Banachek, D.J. Grothe, James
Randi and others at the JREF, until
we all had a better understanding of
what was being claimed and how we
might go about testing it. As part of this
process, Needles posted me two samples
of his products: a sports wristband and
a pendant. I ‘tested’ these products as
requested by Needles, however they
failed to perform for me.
More importantly, I had Ian Bryce,
the chief investigator of Australian
Skeptics, examine the products in great
detail and his technical reports played
an important part in designing the
MDC test. Ian found that there were
indeed tiny circuit boards embedded
into the plastic clasp of the wristband,
but these circuit boards were inactive

having no power source. The pendant
did have more circuits and a tiny battery
however it was the wristband that was
our concern as an identical one would
be used in the MDC.
Soon thereafter, I wrote an outline
for a test based in part on the protocol
used for testing Connie Sonne at
TAM in 2009 and also in part on the
protocol I used to test the promoters
of Power Balance in 2009. After much
consideration and consultation with
Needles, this outline was skilfully
amended by Banachek in order to
simplify proceedings. Reworking a
testing protocol is normal procedure
but it is worth remembering that it
can take many weeks if not months,
depending on the parties involved. In
fact Banachek and I were ‘tweaking’
aspects of the protocol in the days
leading up to the test.
Here is an outline of the test
and other parts of the surrounding
procedure. Some minor steps have been
omitted for brevity.
On the afternoon of the day of the
test, Needles was presented with 20
volunteers (one at time) for him to
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Left: Richard Saunders left
holding the bag - “See, it’s empty”.
Above: Andrew Needles (with cap)
demonstrates the power of Dynactiv SR. The
judges confer behind.

‘test’, first with their holding a small
cardboard box, then with their holding
an identical box only this time with his
Dynactiv SR wristband inside. From
the 20 volunteers he would choose 11
that he felt best-suited the test. The
volunteers were all TAM delegates. On
the previous day, Needles had checked
and confirmed with us that his wrist
band would still work from within the
box.
Friends and family of Needles were
welcome to attend and oversee the
selection of the final volunteers, but
come the test they were situated at
the back of the auditorium and in the
company of skeptic Karen Stollznow.
Before Needles entered the testing
area, he was checked by Bryan Bonner
and Matthew Baxter to see if he had
any device about his person that could
aid him in detecting the Dynactiv
SR wristband. This action was purely
routine and should not be read as a
negative comment on the honesty of
Needles.
Those present on stage during
the test were Needles, Banachek

(who acted as host and directed the
protocol), Jamy Ian Swiss (observer
and consultant), Chip Denman from
the JREF (observer), Matthew Baxter
(scorekeeper, posting details on a
scoreboard), our 11 volunteers and
finally me, Richard Saunders, who had
the job of placing the Dynactiv SR and
the dummy wristbands into the boxes
during the test.
For the test itself, in order to pass
(and bear in mind that the test was the
preliminary stage of the MDC) Needles
needed to beat odds of 1000 to 1. To
do this, he had to determine what was
in a box held by a volunteer. It could be
his Dynactiv SR band or it could be the
dummy wristband. Each trial gave him
a potential 50% success rate through
chance alone. If he could do this 10
out of 10 trials or at least 17 out of 20,
it would satisfy the agreed score of a
successful test.
After he demonstrated his testing
technique to the audience using the
extra or 11th volunteer (he used the
standard ‘Body Balance’ or applied
kinesiology test by pushing down on
the outstretched arm of the volunteer),
Needles confirmed that his band was
working as expected. I then placed the
Dynactiv SR band and the dummy

band into the boxes and randomized
them by putting them both into a large
paper bag and giving it a good shake.
When the next volunteer reached into
the paper bag to pick up one of the
boxes, no one at all knew which box
held which band.
Needles tested each volunteer,
sometimes several times, with the first
box drawn out of the paper bag, then
the second. When he was satisfied he
knew which box held his Dynactiv SR
band, he stepped up to a microphone
and announced it was either “A” or
“B”. That call was recorded on the
scoreboard at which time I slowly
opened both boxes for all to see. The
result was also recorded and given a
“Pass” or “Fail”. Here are the recorded
results for each of the eventual 10 trials:
1. Call was “A” - Fail
3. Call was “B” - Pass
3. Call was “B” - Fail
4. Call was “A” - Pass
5. Call was “B” - Pass
6. Call was “B” - Fail
7. Call was “A” - Fail (at this
stage the overall test could
not be passed)
8. Call was “B” - Fail
9. Call was “B” - Pass
10. Call was “B” - Fail
After 10 trials, Needles was offered
the choice of continuing to get a final
score out of 20, or stopping the test
as he had already failed in beating the
1000 to 1 odds. He elected to end the
test at this point and received a warm
round of applause from the audience.
To his credit, Needles then took
questions from the audience. He
maintained that product still worked
but maybe the conditions for the test
were not appropriate. I need not remind
you that he was happy with and agreed
to the conditions, in writing, before the
test.
I left the stage and headed out to the
large hallway only to find James Randi.
We both knew what the other one was
thinking... no mindreading needed. We
had seen it all before.
I would like to thank all those
involved, over many months, in making
the MDC a reality for TAM 2012.

.
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sprightly 84-year-old who
eschews escalators in favour of
running up sets of stairs, Ray Hyman
is one of the pioneers in the skeptical
world. Magician, psychologist, author
of books on parapsychology, cognition,
divining and psychic tricks, Ray spoke
with us at TAM 10 in Las Vegas in
July about his start in magic, his role
in CSICOP, and his relations with
the key players in the genesis of the
skeptical movement.
You actually founded the skeptical
movement.
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It was Randi and I in 1973. He was
travelling with the Alice Cooper show at
the time, and he wanted to get together.
We met up in Portland Oregon and we
discussed the situation with Uri Geller –
we had both dealt with him.
Randi was incensed that this man
was going around fooling scientists
and using magic which he felt was an
abasement of his craft. So he felt we
should form a rebuke – both of us had

Randi, Gardner, Kurtz, Geller, astrology, coups,
court cases, libel, the rise of CSICOP and that awful
name. Ray Hyman talks about the rocky journey of
the originators of the global skeptical movement.
been mentored by Martin Gardner.
That’s how we started.
You and Randi have a shared
background in magic.
When I was aged seven I did my first
show for money. I did one for my
school class; they had a show-and-tell,
and my father had given me some
magic tricks for my birthday. I took
them to school and my teacher thought
it was cute, and she asked if I’d do it
for the Parents & Teachers Association.
I did it, and they paid me. I used that
money to get business cards made and
I spread them all over the city, and it
took off from there.

Soon after that I found books of
magic in the library, and I began
reading about magicians, and especially
Houdini. I saw he had a big career
debunking psychics and spiritualist
mediums and somehow I assumed that
as a magician you had to do that. So
that’s how I got into skepticism.
I had first met Martin Gardner in
1950 and from then on we were very
close. We corresponded and every
investigation I did on psychics I shared
with Martin.
So Martin and Randi and I formed
a group. Randi suggested we call it SIR
– Geller had been tested at Stanford
Research Institute, SRI – so he thought
we’d called ourselves Sanity in Research.
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Ray Hyman plays his cards

But neither Martin nor Randi
or myself were entrepreneurs or
administrators, so we had our group
going and we just talked amongst
ourselves. We weren’t doing much
beyond that, until a man named
Marcello Truzzi heard about us. He
said he wanted to work with us and
said he’d do most of the work needed
to help organise the group and do the
skunk work and so on. We realised that
that’s what we needed and said OK.
By 1976, Truzzi had met up with
Paul Kurtz. Kurtz at that time was
editor of the Humanist magazine,
and he had decided that the magazine
should carry articles on parapsychology,
skeptically, and he had one issue

where Martin Gardner and I debated
parapsychologists. He also became
famous for putting out one issue on
astrology – he got 100 astrologers to
sign a petition to ban horoscopes in
daily newspapers. That didn’t have any
effect on the newspapers but it got a lot
of publicity.
Truzzi, at some meeting, met Kurtz
around 1975 and without asking Randi
or Martin or myself, he said he and
Kurtz had decided to join forces and
he had told Kurtz that “I can bring you
Ray Hyman and Martin Gardner and
Randi.” We didn’t know about this at all!
Then they decided to have an
organising meeting in Buffalo in 1976
because Kurtz was already holding a
Humanist meeting at that time. I was
apprehensive; I wasn’t sure I wanted
to go. But I finally was persuaded and
the three of us showed up, which was
unusual because Martin never went
anywhere.
Out of that we formed what
became CSICOP – a terrible name.
I complained at our first meeting to
Kurtz, I said “That’s a name that won’t
fly. I can’t remember what it stands
for.” And our enemies soon picked
up on it and called us “CSI cops”.
We never used that abbreviation, we
always called it the Committee for the
Scientific Investigation of Claims of the
Paranormal, and I’d get breathless by the
time I got to the end of that, and wasn’t
sure I’d ever get it right. I said we needed
a shorter name. Kurtz’s defence – and he
got very angry with me – he said we’d
already printed up the stationery! We
can’t change it! I thought that was the
weakest defence I’d ever heard.
But that’s how it stood for many

years, and only three years ago we
changed it to CSI.
In 1976, when CSICOP was
formed, there was a bunch of people
involved. On our side there was just
Truzzi, Martin Gardner, Randi and
I. On the other side, Kurtz brought
with him a number of people who
caused a lot of trouble as far as I was
concerned.
It was done a little hastily in terms
of who was there. We just trusted
Kurtz; it turned out he had just got
some people in; I don’t think he had
properly vetted them.
Our first few years were pretty
rough. It took a while to get settled
down.
One of the issues that came up, as far
as I recall, were the astrology tests.
Can you tell me about that?
The astrology tests – the testing of
Michel Gauquelin’s ideas that there
was a pattern that celebrities were
under certain signs and not others
[the so-called Mars Effect – Ed].
Independent of us – about three
years before CSICOP started – Kurtz,
the famous astronomer George Abell,
and a statistician named Marvin
Zelen on their own had decided to
test Gauquelin’s claims. Kurtz went
to France at his own expense, met up
with Gauquelin, and agreed on a test
based on Gauquelin’s original data.
They were examining his original
data and also trying to run their own
replication of it with Gauquelin’s
input to make sure it was OK.
That was going on for three
years. Unfortunately, one of the
new members when we founded
CSICOP was a man named Dennis
Rawlins who felt he was an expert on
what’s known as ‘circular astronomy’,
which was more closely associated
with evaluating astrology than what
George Abell was using. He resented
the fact that Abell was the go-to man
for the test. It wasn’t associated with
CSICOP – it hadn’t been one of our
projects – but there were people now
in CSICOP who had been associated
with the test, so Rawlins attacked it
and that created interesting problems.
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We had a variety of ructions to
begin with. Rawlins, on our very first
major meeting almost a year after we
were founded, had planned a coup. He
wanted to get rid of Truzzi because he
felt that Truzzi was too much of a fan
of the other side. It worked, actually.
No-one tried to fire Truzzi but they
made so many demands on him.
Rawlins had called in Ken Frazier and
said Ken’s going to be co-editor with
you [of the magazine The Zetetic, the
precursor of The Skeptical Inquirer].
This caught Truzzi by surprise. He said
you can’t do that. Then they said we
were going to do some other things as
well. Truzzi was the co-chairman and
everyone’s making decisions without
him and he felt very upset.
Finally Truzzi said that’s enough
and resigned. With him went a lot of
other people. I don’t think they were
necessarily in favour of his view of
what skepticism should be, but they
thought this was a bad way to handle
the situation.

We lost a lot of good people right at
the beginning.
As a result of that Truzzi founded
his own group and had a lot of
sympathisers. People writing about
what happened, it got all convoluted
into all kinds of stories, but it was a
mess. And it didn’t help us at all. We
lost several very good skeptics out of
principle – you don’t do this behind
the scenes, without due process.
These early years seem to be a very
rocky road: here were the three initial
founders of Gardner, Randi and
yourself; you got dragged into an
organisation by Truzzi; Kurtz had
his own agenda as well; Truzzi, I
understand, wanted to mix the skeptics
with the believers …
Yes, Truzzi had an agenda that even
I wasn’t for. He wanted the journal
to be an academic journal,
writing for academics.
Secondly he wanted to have
one organisation made up
Right: Marcello Truzzi
Below: The Zetetic, becoming The
Skeptical Inquirer by issue #3

of skeptics and believers half and half.
When Randi and Martin and I formed
the skeptics, I thought it was to give
the skeptics a voice. We didn’t have a
voice at that time anywhere, whereas
the believers had all kinds of voices.
They had their own journals – they had
about ten popular newsstand journals –
completely psychic journals. So we felt
that there was no voice for skeptics so
why give the believers more voice.
The first issue of the magazine was
called The Zetetic. Truzzi had his own
little mimeographed newsletter that
he called the Zetetic which he wrote
up and distributed to anyone in the
academic world he felt had some
connection with the paranormal or
stuff like that. He decided to continue
with that, and we said fine, you can
use that name for the journal. But the
first issue had an article by a colleague
of Truzzi, another sociologist, who tore
apart not the Gauquelin affair
but the whole approach of
Kurtz going after newspaper
astrologers.
People were unhappy with
the first issue, and then it was
taken out of his hands and it
went to Ken Frazier to edit.
It went for one more issue as
The Zetetic [and then changed
the name to The Skeptical
Inquirer]. In that second issue
was my article on cold reading and that
became the most requested article –
they still ask for it to be reprinted.
I presume the title Skeptical Inquirer
was in response to the National
Inquirer, like trying to do the opposite
of what they were doing?
Exactly.
They had stories like the cow
kidnapped by aliens and the monster
found over here, so you were doing a
direct contrast. What was the reaction
to The Skeptical Inquirer; did it have
a broader reach than The Zetetic?
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Truzzi continued with the
mimeographed, stapled Zetetic. It was
pretty large when he did it, but he never
had more than a hundred members.
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We got pretty high readership – I
think we got up to 30,000 at one point.
It became the standard, the first
magazine for the skeptical movement.
We did pretty well. It gave us some
cash income. Then it became a
problem of trying to keep up. Most
of the people began falling away - and
some of them were my good friends because they said that after they’d been
reading the first few issues it was all
the same thing again.
I didn’t see it that way, but I could
understand their point of view. Every
article was obviously debunking; there
was no drama in it and the other side
never wins, if you know what I mean.

Left: Australian Skeptics’ first issue,
with the strangely familiar logo artwork
Below: The Skeptical Inquirer comes to
the fore with issue #4

Was the Skeptical Inquirer always
pitched as a popular magazine or as
one for an academic audience?
No, it was always pitched to a popular
audience. We always wanted to reach
the public directly.
I had a little bit of a different idea.
My assumption was that we would
multiply our efforts by focusing on
opinion makers – teachers, journalists,
etc. But I was happy going to the
public too.
Australian Skeptics started in 1980,
and our magazine came out at that
time. We had absolutely no funds,
we had no proper design facilities, so
if you look at our logo for those early
issues you’ll see that it was exactly the
same as The Skeptical Inquirer; we
just cut out “The Skeptic” and stuck it
down, so we were definitely following
in your footsteps.
CSICOP continued to be the ‘father’
or ‘parent’ of a lot of other skeptical
groups that followed – Australia,
UK etc. But it wasn’t always smooth
sailing for CSICOP even then; there
were some internal issues. I know
James Randi in particular had some
problems with CSICOP.
I’m the only person who isn’t surprised
by all this. When I got into this group I
didn’t expect everyone to agree with me
and, being skeptics, they have different
views. I disagreed on several issues very

strongly with the position that CSICOP
was going to take. At one time I was
going to resign if they followed through
on one thing they were going to do
because I didn’t think it was right.
But I expected that there’d be some
things that I would disagree with them,
but that was OK as long as I thought
we were doing more good than harm.
And I still do.
But yes, we had some very serious
disruptions. The major one was
losing Randi. He had been the only
paid member we had – he was on
salary from CSICOP, but he was also
on the executive council, which I
didn’t think was right. But anyway,
he became the voice and the face of
the skeptic movement. It was Randi
everywhere; he was very good at it and
this popularised the movement. He
became synonymous with the skeptical
movement, for good reason. Even now,
when I came in today on the airplane,
one of the answers in the crossword I
was doing was “Randi”.

He’s the best-known skeptic in the
world. So what happened to lose
him?
It was a silly thing. In 1988 he was
giving a talk in New York to a skeptics
group – as usual, a good talk. And
then, in the question and answer
period, a man challenged Randi on
something that was nothing to do
with his talk. I knew the guy who did
it, he was a mentalist, I knew him and
he was very pleasant but he was sort
of a believer. Randi said, maybe you
could talk to me after the meeting
about that because that’s not what my
talk is about. But the man persisted so
the host stood in the way – and I’ve
seen the video of the event – and said
you’ve had your chance, you’ve had
your question, and we’ve got other
people wanting to ask questions and
what you’re asking is not relevant to
what we’re talking about here. But
Randi, by this time, was so incensed
that he pushed the host aside and
said, look, you’re accusing me of
something.
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Apparently Geller and this guy
were distributing leaflets or tapes from
someone accusing Randi of being a
paedophile. And Randi was calling
everyone he knew, including me, and
said if you get this, don’t open it. The
whole thing was weird.
[Editor’s note: At the meeting, Randi
had accused Eldon Byrd of creating
false claims, and had himself accused
Byrd of being a “convicted child
molester”. A statement from Randi
issued in June 1993 says that “A federal
jury today exonerated James Randi
from claims made by parapsychologist
Eldon Byrd for more than $30 million
in damages.” CSICOP was named a codefendant. “Byrd had claimed injuries
to his reputation and community
standing, humiliation, mental anguish
and suffering. The suit stemmed
from statements made by Mr Randi
in response to a heckler at a 1988
meeting of the New York Skeptics,
and in an interview published in the
now-defunct Twilight Zone magazine.
Though the jury of thirteen found that
Mr Randi’s statements regarding Mr
Byrd were defamatory, [Byrd had not
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been convicted of child molestation,
although he had been arrested for
possession of “obscene materials”
involving children] they emphatically
declined to award Mr Byrd any
compensation.” Hyman continues:]
When it did come to trial a lot of
things came out, bad things on both
sides; it was a terrible trial. The whole
thing was so crazy and unnecessary.
Randi hired these lawyers who were
very expensive. He told them that this
had nothing to do with CSICOP. “This
is something on a personal level and I’m
handling this personally, so don’t bring
them into it.” I remember that clearly.
What happened later was that Randi
came to us at a meeting of the executive
council and said “I’m going to have to
resign from the council, and my lawyers
say I have to sue you. Now this is just a
legal matter in order to get at your libel
fund, and this will help pay for my trial.”
We had some insurance for libel; we
don’t have that any more. He had the
Macarthur Foundation money [a grant of
US$272,000 awarded to Randi in 1986
for his investigation into Geller and ‘faith
healers’] but he was using all that up.
The lawyers advised him to sue CSICOP
but he couldn’t sue while he was on the
executive council, so he had to resign.
I get different stories now, like he
resigned because Kurtz wouldn’t back

RAY HYMAN ON TESTING PSYCHICS ON T V

n June 7, 1989, a program called Exploring Psychic Powers Live went to air.
I did the testing of the psychics. Randi was hoping this would be a pilot
program for a TV series. The first [and only] instalment was a two-hour live
program that went to air where we actually tested psychics. The premise was
that the psychics would come and challenge us and they would get $100,000
if they passed the test on television. We had five people there – we had an
astrologer, we had a dowser, an aura reader, a card reader and a ‘psychometric’
psychic. This was very tricky. I had to arrange tests that they had to do on
television in real time live, and yet it had to be fair to them but not give away
$100,000 too easily just by chance. Actually, the odds were about 10,000 to 1
against their winning.
I had negotiated for several weeks with these people to ensure they felt
comfortable doing the program. Just before going to air, the producers, who
were in charge of the money, came and said there was too much of a chance,
they were worried someone would win the $100,000. “You’ve got to change it.”
We didn’t, but they were still worried.
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him up. I didn’t think that was so.
[Editor’s note: Randi has also said
that a suit brought by Geller also
consumed much of the Macarthur
grant. In this suit, CSICOP had again
been named co-defendant.]
There was a suggestion that CSICOP
pushed him out.
Oh no, definitely not. We didn’t want to
lose him.
But for whatever reason, he blamed
Kurtz for the fact he wasn’t getting any
money.
Meanwhile, he got rid of his lawyers
and got pro bono lawyers. They didn’t
see the same way of getting money –
suing CSICOP.
Randi was still friends with all of us,
but he blamed Kurtz for everything. The
irony is that Kurtz had initially built
Randi up in some way.
So, as a result, he was disassociated
from us. And then he started the James
Randi Educational Foundation.
At first there was some competition
between us, but that’s gone by the
wayside. I think a couple of years ago
Randi had a session [at TAM] on the
origins of the skeptical movement.
Randi, myself and Kurtz, and a couple
of other people, were on the panel. And
at the end of the panel, to my surprise
and I’m sure to Kurtz’s surprise, Randi
got up and made a very wonderful
speech in praise of Paul Kurtz and all he
had done for the skeptical movement,
and then gave him a prize. And then he
hugged him.
I thought I’d never see anything like
that.
But CSICOP and the JREF still work
as two separate groups.
We have a table at TAM. But there is
still a problem as we had a six year hiatus
in which we were practically moribund.
We didn’t do any more conferences. Last
year, we had our first conference again,
one we set up ourselves as we were
trying to resurrect ourselves.
When we first started, of course,
we were the only game in town. We
were it. But now, there are about 200
skeptical groups in the world. Last
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that because I wasn’t part of the group
at that stage. I just heard rumours,
like everyone else, that Kurtz had
been pushed aside, made an honorary
position of chairman emeritus or
something like that.
But you’d have to say for sure that
without Paul Kurtz, I don’t think we
would have gone anywhere. He was a
good organiser, he did the right things.
He should be given credit for what he
did. But I don’t think he was a strong
intellectual. He was a professor of
philosophy, but from my point of view
he was more an entrepreneur.
Hyman, Randi and Kurtz, flanked by Michael Shermer and Joe Nickell

year TAM had 1600 people and I
don’t think there is any other skeptical
conference that even gets close to that.
It’s really been successful and it’s all
because of Randi. Without Randi, it
wouldn’t be what it is. He attracts all
of these big celebrities, every big name
you can think of, and these people
come out as a tribute to Randi.
As part of resurrecting our
conferences, it turned out that everyone
we wanted for our conference, Randi
has them too. And the same people
he’s got here this year are the same
people as our little conference. Also,
he has a better time of year; he’s in
the summer and we’re in the fall. We
don’t have Randi anymore, so it’s
hard. We lost $100,000 last year. I
understand it wasn’t all because of the
small attendance – we had 200 or 300,
which would have cleared us - but we
had too many speakers we had to pay.
Kurtz liked to get as many speakers as
we could because it’s a drawcard, as
it is here, but the trouble is the more
speakers we have, the cost goes way up.
My theory is just get a few speakers
but give them more time to interact
with the audience. Here the speakers
only have half an hour.
You did suffer from the loss of Randi
in terms of your profile and branding.
Yes, he was the face of CSICOP.
But in the meantime, Paul Kurtz was
keeping a tight rein on CSICOP.

At first he acted as if the executive
council had power and could make
policy decisions. He would consult
everyone and get their opinions but he
already knew what he was going to do.
That’s what made the executive council
eventually moribund. He just stopped
meeting with it. They were disagreeing
with him so he just stopped meeting.
He had to meet with us for a while
because the laws of New York State,
where we were incorporated, said the
executive council had to meet at least
once a year face-to-face. So Kurtz would
call some sort of meeting and nothing
would happen there. He’d invite local
skeptics to come and we’d do other
functions and we never got much done.
Basically, we became irrelevant.
Another thing that made us
irrelevant was he convinced us that, in
order to avoid any future lawsuits, we
had to have an umbrella organisation.
So he created CSI, and that has its own
executive council. And it turns out that
they had control over our budget. We
became irrelevant in another way, we
had no power.
So I was happy to leave after having
been there from the beginning – from
’76 to 2006. Jim Alcock and I left. But
in 2010, with Kurtz no longer there,
we decided to join again.
We started a whole new committee;
Jim Alcock and I and Ken Frazier and
some of the old timers are there, but we
have a lot of new people as well.
Kurtz tried to form his own group.
I don’t know the whole story about

He was definitely an entrepreneur, he
founded Prometheus Books.
And don’t forget that at the same
time he also founded a new magazine,
Free Inquiry, and he founded his own
separate humanist group.
All of these things we’re seeing here
now, all the skeptical groups around the
world, and all the people who are now
podcasting and doing their own blogs,
in a way it all comes from what you
started off. You set a pattern and you
set a situation where it could be done.
It could be said that way, yes. But
again, give Randi credit.
Give everyone a credit. Give yourself
credit.
But I’m thinking that without Randi
we might never have had anything.
And it took Kurtz, though, to get it
organised.
But it took you and Martin Gardner
to add a bit of the soul, as well.
[Hyman smiles, and with a twinkle in
the eye:] You could say that. I’m willing
to buy that.

.

About the interviewer:
Tim Mendham is executive
officer and editor with
Australian Skeptics Inc.
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Shy Shuzi
Fails to Shine
Richard Saunders reports on his investigation ...
and challenge ... to the supplier of another miraculous medical device.
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ver the past couple of years,
the attention of Australian
Skeptics has been drawn to a long
line of so called “Power Bands”. Yet
another contender — the Shuzi ‘nanovibrational technology’ — has recently
been investigated by the Skeptics..
Broadly speaking, the promoters of
these ‘power bands’ claim the devices
can affect your well-being, balance,
strength and so forth. Most use the
long since debunked ‘Body Balance’
tests1 together with pseudoscientific
terminology in order to convince
potential customers at outings such as
fitness expos and new age festivals.
Readers may well remember
our investigations and testing on
national TV of the “Power Balance”
band (sold for $60) and how that
band was eventually labelled a fake
by the Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission.2
This was followed up by our open
letter of concern to the makers of
the “NRG Titanium Ion Band” (sold
for $49.99) and the retailer Rebel
Sport. Soon thereafter, Rebel Sport
stopped selling the band, with the
unsold stock ending up in a trash and
treasure store for $2.00 each.3
Recently, and with the assistance
of Australian Skeptics, another power
band was tested live on stage at The
Amazing Meeting in Las Vegas. The
“Dynactiv SR” band failed to live
up to the claims of its inventor with
the test result being consistent with
random chance.
This brings us to the claims and
convoluted story of Shuzi, also known
as Shuzi Qi and its so-called “nanovibrational technology” for not only

humans, but pets as well! Shuzi sells
strange set of phone calls being received
bands, pendants and bracelets ranging at the Australian Skeptics office,
from $89 up to $399.
and left on the answering machine.
We first came across Shuzi at
The caller claimed to be one Gary
Sydney’s Festival of Mind Body Spirit
Goodfellow who is the Director of
in 2010 when several of us from
Shuzi NZ Limited.
Australian Skeptics questioned the
exhibitors about the various health
CALL 1
claims being made for their power
“Goodfellow here. Hi, it’s Gary
band and noticed that the above
Goodfellow here. I have to say we’ll
mentioned Body Balance tests were
take your challenge legally… it’s Shuzi
being used. We offered the exhibitors
… I’m gonna take your challenge for a
the chance to be tested for our
million dollars because we know you’re
$100,000 prize and followed this up
just big scammers. Why can’t we come
with this email:
and give this challenge to you? We are
“Hello Shuzi Health Jewellery
ready. So just give me a ring. I’m Gary
“After visiting your stand at Sydney’s
Goodfellow.”
Mind Body Spirit Festival and
having a ‘balance test’ by one of your
CALL 2
representatives, I would like to extend to
“Hi this is Gary Goodfellow, from Gary
you an offer from
Shuzi. I’m from
Australian Skeptics
Shuzi I want to
I’m gonna take your
to apply for our
take your scam on.
$100,000 prize.
I want to [unclear]
challenge for a million
“In order to
your million dollars.
dollars because we know
win the prize all
Anyway, get a hold
you need do is
of me, I’m Gary
you’re just big scammers
prove in agreed
at Shuzi at 0XX
tests that your
XXXXXXX. And
products work as
this is New Zealand
claimed and really do have an effect on
I’m ringing from. So it’s 0XX XXXXXX.
balance. There was no doubt about this
Gary Goodfellow thinks you’re a lot of
claim in the mind of the representatives
scammers.”
at the Festival.
[A recording of the phone messages
“If successful, and apart from the
themselves can be found on the
$100,000 (tax free) Shuzi Health
Australian Skeptics’ website version
Jewellery would also receive world wide
of this story. As above, we have
publicity.
intentionally bleeped out the phone
“More information about the prize
numbers on the recordings.]
can be found at http://www.skeptics.
Goodfellow now denies he ever
com.au/features/prize/.”
phoned the Skeptics’ office, so we are
left to wonder who else would know
This led shortly thereafter to a
of our offer to Shuzi and bother to

“

”
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impersonate him? Apart from the
misunderstanding of the prize amount
(a common error), whoever it was
seemed very eager to apply for the
Australian Skeptics prize and show us
up to be “scammers”.
Attempts to contact the numbers
given were unsuccessful and further
emails to Shuzi received no reply. The
matter was put on the back-burner
until May 2012, when once again I
happened across the stand of Shuzi at
Sydney’s Festival of Mind Body Spirit.
Predictably, the representatives
were still using the ‘Body Balance’
routine. A little fed up with seeing the
same old thing yet again, I showed
one representative from Shuzi exactly
how the tests really worked, only
this time he used a plain old rubber
band. Within moments I was ushered
away from the stand by none other
than Gary Goodfellow himself who
complained that we had not taken up
his challenge! Once again the Skeptics’
prize was offered with Goodfellow
saying he would “take it anytime!”. He
gave me his business card which had
on the back an outline of some of the
‘Body Balance’ tests.
Over the following weeks, many,
many emails flowed between myself
and other skeptics, Goodfellow and
Frank Pangallo from the Today Tonight
news program who expressed great
interest in filming any tests for the
prize for national TV.
At the request of Goodfellow and
to show our good faith, the skeptics
held back on publicly criticising
the various claims made by Shuzi,
including their questionable science.
An outline for a fair test was offered to
Shuzi, they responded with questions
and comments, we replied, answering
their concerns, and on it went. Our
patience was tested when Goodfellow
eventually told us that he would
need to get permission from “Shuzi
Headquarters” in order to proceed,
and that this would take another six
weeks! In one last act of good faith,
the Skeptics granted Goodfellow his
request.
It may not come as any surprise
that, when this time had passed and
after a few more emails concerning the

presence in Australia, but our products
possible test, Goodfellow once again
can still be purchased from the Shuzi
told us it would take yet another six
weeks for him to hear back from Shuzi International site of www.shuzination.
com
Headquarters.
“Don’t worry we ship all around
Our reply was as follows:
Oceania!”
“We are not pleased at all with
this further delay. We have given you
a golden chance to do what you do at
TESTING THE TERMINOLOGY
sports and new age fairs around the
As mentioned earlier, some companies
country and win our prize in a fair
like to employ a range pseudoscientific
test. The fact that you are unable or
terminology and concepts in order
unwilling speaks volumes. We suspect
to give credibility to their products
that you will never
and the claims.
get permission
We feel Shuzi
Our patience was tested should be awarded
from your
headquarters but
a gold medal in
when Goodfellow told us
wonder why you
this respect for
he would need permission the list of medical
just don’t rock up
and take the test
pseudoscience and
[from the US] to proceed
anyway.
outright quackery
“We will
used on its websites
publish our
(they are still in
concerns about Shuzi and examine the
operation in other countries). But
so-called science you use to justify the
what is of even more concern is that
claims. We will also throw open our
Shuzi was and still is listed with the
test and prize to anyone at all from
Therapeutic Goods Administration
your company or anyone at all from the
(TGA) as a “Medical Device Class 1”.4
public who has bought a Shuzi product.
Here are but a few (there were too
I’m sure we can find someone with a
many to list them all) of the claims
Shuzi who will appear on TV to show us made by Shuzi on its various web sites
and the world how well it works.”
and other web sites promoting their
We have received no reply, but
products. Note that some of these sites
we did discover something very
may well disappear in the near future.
interesting and telling about Shuzi’s
operations in Australia. It seems that
“stimulate and strengthen the body’s biofield” 4
sometime in the last few weeks they
up and left!
Skeptics comment: The “Body’s
According to their web site (6th of
Biofield” is a new age term and is not
used in medicine or science. It has no
August 2012) — http://www.shuziqi.
real meaning, and there is no definition
com.au:
of what “Biofield” is. It is not to the
“Sorry! Shuzi’s Australia Distributor
credit of the TGA that such nonsense is
has decided to leave Australia to focus
given official recognition.
on other ventures. Shuzi no longer has a

“

”

Below: Shuzi’s graphic demonstration of how the Body Balance tests work - “nano
vibrational technology” in operation
TEST 1
force

Harder to force
downwards

TEST 2
force

Harder to force
downwards

TEST 3
force

TEST 4

Harder to force
downwards

Stretch farther
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“provide healthier blood”

5

Skeptics comment: Shuzi relies heavily
on results from “Live Blood Analysis”.
This form of diagnosis is not recognised
as scientifically valid by the medical
profession. The tests reported seem to
have no proper scientific controls.
“This is important because when cells lose the
ability to communicate with other cells, they
become isolated and confused. It has been
theorized that cancer or tumor cells are isolated
cells that have lost their ability to communicate.
Shuzi helps the cells stay in communication.” 6

Skeptics comment: We fear this could
be read as a claim to treat or prevent
cancer.
“greater strength and muscle endurance,
greater energy, better balance, and an increase
in flexibility” 7

Skeptics comment: These refer to
the classic ‘body balance’ tests. These
tests are nothing more than sideshow
entertainment.
“The Shuzi Chip has been programmed utilizing
“Nano Vibrational Technology” 8

Skeptics comment: “Nano Vibrational
Technology” seems to just be three
science-sounding words strung
together. The only reference to this
technology is from Shuzi itself.
“Shuzi Qi strengthens and fine-tunes the
human biofield, making your mind and body
more resistant to the effects of stress in any
form, including electromagnetic fields (EMF),
harmful emissions radiating from electronic
equipment such as cell phones, computers and
hair dryers.” 9
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Skeptics comment: We can find
no credible evidence for this claim,
let alone for any device such as a
wristband that could protect the wearer
in such a manner.

“In thermography studies performed, Shuzi’s
NVT effects can be seen in less than 30 minutes
in the form of improved circulation and
increased blood flow.” 10

Skeptics comment: Thermography is
not considered to be a valid diagnostic
tool in medical science. The tests
reported seem to have no proper
scientific controls.

CONCLUSION

Even though Australian Skeptics
regard the claims made by Shuzi for
its various products to be without
credible foundation, we still offer Gary
Goodfellow or anyone at all from Shuzi
the opportunity to take our challenge.
We hold very little hope they ever will.
We call on the TGA to take greater
care when issuing what appears to be
approval of questionable products and
devices. We also remind the promoters
of the Festival of Mind Body Spirit that
they have a duty of care in regards to
their patrons and should take a careful
look at who they allow to exhibit.
We note that other skeptical groups
from around the world are also offering
to test Shuzi in their various countries
and regions. If your group has done so,
or is interested in making such an offer,
we would very much like to know.

.

About the author:

Richard Saunders is a Life
Member of Australian Skeptics,
a Fellow of CSI, one of the
organisers of TAM Australia in
2010, producer of the Skeptic
Zone podcast, and inventor of
“Origami Pigasus”.
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Quack quack quackery Quack
magic tricks and magic potions, magic tricks and magic potions
tinctures, oils, creams and lotions
Failed on diets, then try this spray
while you sleep
while you dream
watch your weight just slip away
chemists stocked it on their shelves
not once asking questions of themselves
profit made, but weight not lost
the easy way at any cost.
it makes no sense, no sense at all
no sense to slim with just a spray
magic tricks and magic potions, magic tricks and magic potions
Sick and tired, then try these drops!
they treat all ills
they do no harm
they have a memory and vibration
have a memory and vibration?
the more dilute , the more they’re potent
dilute one drop in all the oceans
but still too strong, too weak not sure?
dilute it once or twice or more
rain water’s full of memory and vibrations
been around for generations
o’er rocks and trees
plants and flowers
why can’t IT cure all ills?
make defunct the doctors pills
it makes no sense no sense at all
to trust in water to fix it all
Why don’t we trust in science that’s real?
in antimatter trapped in a vacuum
in ice volcanoes on moon of Saturn
in mobile phones and smoke detectors
cordless drills and heat deflectors
break your leg and marvel at the xray pictures
anaesthetised, while surgeons fix you
Penicillin cures infections
prevent diseases with injections
sugar and salt mixed in solution
saves 50 million lives through world collusion!
Stand up for science, expose the liars
shout down the climate change deniers
search out the scams , the shams, the sharks
rejoice in truth and facts and quarks!!
magic tricks and magic potions
quack quackery quack

Dr Lynne Davies, Dec 2011
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Psychic Powers

Behind You!
Adam van Langenberg
takes on an urban myth,
and gives it a bucketing.

All photographs courtesy of Andrew Krause.
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o you ever get that feeling that
you’re being stared at? Then,
when you turn around, you notice
somebody looking right at you?
Sometimes with a knife?
I do, and I suspect that most other
people do as well. There are lots of
reasons why this could happen. It
could be a case of confirmation bias.
If somebody happens to be staring at
you, you file it away as evidence of your
psychic powers. If nobody is staring at
you, you quickly forget about it.
Alternatively, it could simply be that
when somebody turns around, you look
at them. Your very act of turning around
is what is causing people to stare.
Either way, having a psychic ability
that alerts you whenever you’re being
observed is the least likely explanation.
Recently I ran an experiment with
my SceptiKids – members of the student
skeptical society at the high school where
I teach - to determine if anybody had
this power. This was based on a Richard
Saunders video I saw a couple of years
ago: Can You Tell If Someone Is Staring
At You?*
I chose six volunteers who each
claimed to have experienced the
sensation. They sat in numbered chairs
where I promptly placed a bucket on
each of their heads. (I wish this was a

part of the school uniform.)
A randomly generated number was
projected onto a screen. This told the
audience who to stare at. When a new
number appeared, everybody in the
room was instructed to stare intently at
that person for 60 seconds. Any of the
bucket wearers who felt that they were
being stared at were to raise their hands.
The buckets prevented the participants from seeing the number and from
being swayed by the actions of others.
The participants were aware that the
numbers were totally random and that it
was entirely possible that they would be
selected several times in a row or not at
all. They were told they should wait until
they felt that they were being stared at.
We ran 18 trials, which took us
almost the entire lunchtime, including
time taken to set up and explain the
experiment. I recorded the results by
marking down which number appeared
for each trial and a series of crosses and
ticks. A cross meant either raising your
hand when you weren’t being stared at,
or failing to raise your hand when you
were. A tick only occurred if you raised
your hand at the right moment. Blank
spaces referred to people not raising their
hand while not being stared at.
Some stared in the traditional way.
Other took a more direct approach,
raising finger to their temples and
concentrating real hard.
They were nervous in the first round;
nobody raised their hand. No doubt
they were terrified of the jeers they were
expecting. Eventually a few hands started
rising, unfortunately none at the right
time. Participant number 4 remained
calm, leaving his hand by his side right
up till round seven, when he was actually
being stared at! Not only was it a hit, it
was a perfect one.

!
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Unfortunately, as the trials progressed
his powers left him, causing him to
become nothing more than a statistical
anomaly.
In fact, the results show only one hit
in total. Hands were raised a total of
17 times yet only once was that person
actually being stared at. If this had been
an actual test, I would have been keeping
these kids in at lunchtime.
Failures! All of you!
It was a fun experiment and a good
way to kill a rainy lunchtime. Of course,
we can hardly consider this to have been
a rigorous scientific study, but it served its
purpose. One of the messages I am trying
to get across to my kids is something I
once heard Steven Novella say on the
Skeptics’ Guide to the Universe podcast:
“Anything that can be observed, can be
observed scientifically.”
Any time somebody claims to have
a power of some kind, it can be tested.
Any time. You can tell who’s ringing
before you pick up the phone? Testable.
You know whether or not an envelope
will contain bad news? Testable. You can
cure somebody’s cancer with cabbage
supplements? Testable.
I aim to be testing more of these types
of claims as the weeks go by. If anybody
has any requests, let me know!

Left and above: The bucketeers try to figure out who’s watching them and, below, the
watchers think real hard to send their message

.

*http://www.metacafe.com/watch/467114/
can_you_tell_if_
someone_is_staring_
at_you/
About the author:

Adam van Langenberg
teaches maths and
scepticism at McKinnon
Secondary College

I’m Brian Dunning from Skeptoid.com
A weekly science podcast dedicated to furthering knowledge
by blasting away the widespread pseudosciences that infect
popular culture.
http://skeptoid.com
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Believers
Are children born supernaturalists?
Trevor Treharne thinks they may be more
clay than canvas.
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uring the nine month gestation
of my first born I became
peculiarly absorbed in the concept of
‘new-born self-attachment’. There are
videos of this scant-mooted natural
phenomenon online; depending on
your squeamishness, promise me
you won’t seek them out. I’ll give
you the basic premise. Newly-born
babies who are laid on their mother’s
bare tummies, and left to their
own devices, can innately find their
mother’s breast and latch on. Just
minutes old, a baby can crawl up their
mother’s body and attach themselves
for an inaugural external feed. I
was robbed of repeating this selfattachment experiment made famous
by Swedish scientists in the 1990s due
to some complications which resulted
in the mother needing to be rushed to
the operating theatre (all ended well).
I open with this yarn as I was
intrigued by the innate nature of this
new born (though when added into
the context of the rest of nature, it is
quite expected). But a child is born
with a lot more than a nipple GPS.
Perhaps not within minutes, but
within their juvenile existence they
will find themselves levitating towards
something else … the supernatural.
One of the kind pre-publication
readers of my book* was Dr J.
Anderson Thomson, who authored
Why We Believe In God(s). Thomson,
accurately, corrected me on a point
I was making about how children

are not born believing in God.
He told me: “You say children are
born atheists. Not quite. Children
are natural born supernaturalists.
Children will spontaneously create
imaginary friends, even gods. As
children we are susceptible because of
several mechanisms in our cognition
that are present from childhood.”
What I eventually stated in my
book was that children are, quite
obviously, not born with a religion,
or the knowledge that Jesus was
born of a virgin, for example. A
child’s particular religious guise is
simply their culture or community’s
selection, but much of the ground
work of belief has been done with the
natural formation of the brain.
Deborah Kelemen, who works
in the Department of Psychology
at Boston University wrote in
Are Children “Intuitive Theists”?

Teleological Reasoning about Purpose in
Nature: “Separate bodies of research
suggest that young children have
a broad tendency to reason about
natural phenomena in terms of a
purpose and an orientation towards
intention-based accounts of natural
entity origins.”
Kelemen finds that rather than
being “artificialists” in Piagetian
terms, children are “intuitive
theists” – disposed to view natural
phenomena as resulting from nonhuman design.
“By around five years of age, the
‘intuitive theist’ description may
have explanatory value and practical
relevance to our understanding of
Right: Suffer little children - Lucas Cranach the
Younger thinks the kids are keen but the
disciples are not so impressed.
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how a scientific understanding of
nature develops,” says Kelemen.
Just this year Justin Barrett, who
has done some superb work on
the science of faith, released Born
Believers: The Science of Children’s
Religious Belief. Barrett looks at how in
a world where children are observing
truly impressive wonders for the first
time, their brains will grapple with
all this by developing a belief in a
divine power. He finds that we are all
born believers. Belief begins in the
brain and children understand their
environments by imagining at least
one creative and intelligent agent – a
grand creator and controller that
brings order and purpose to the world.
Cognitive psychologist Jesse
Bering, author of The Belief Instinct:
The Psychology of Souls, Destiny and
the Meaning of Life, has performed
much of his own research into the
idea that children are equipped
with neurobiological traits

toward intuitive theism. His paper
the ‘presence’ of Princess Alice. The
ﬁndings suggest that children’s belief
“Princess Alice is watching you”,
in a watchful invisible person tends to
involved two groups of children (5-6
and 8-9 years of age) who participated deter cheating.
The paper, which was published
in a challenging rule-following task
in the Journal of Experimental Child
while they were (a) told that they
Psychology (2011), concluded: “The
were in the presence of a watchful
current ﬁndings demonstrate that
invisible person (“Princess Alice”),
the prosocial effects of priming
(b) observed by a real adult, or
thoughts about
(c) unsupervised.
supernatural
Children were
agents are not
secretly videotaped
Much of the groundlimited to
performing
work of belief has been
culturally based
the task in the
religious concepts
experimenter’s
done with the natural
(eg God, ancestral
absence. Older
formation of the brain.
spirits) but
children had
rather are easily
an easier time
generalised to
at following
novel supernatural
the rules but
agents to which children have had no
engaged in equal levels of purposeful
previous exposure.”
cheating as the younger children.
Further experiments have featured
Importantly, children’s expressed belief
children of different ages watching a
in the invisible person signiﬁcantly
puppet play about a mouse called Mr
determined their cheating latency, and
Brown, who is devoured by a puppet
this was true even after controlling for
individual differences in temperament. crocodile. Even very young children
When ‘skeptical’ children were omitted assumed the extinction of biological
functions, but insisted on the dead
from the analysis, the inhibitory
Mr Brown having psychosocial wishes
effects of being told about Princess
such as going home and meeting his
Alice were equivalent to having a real
family. A similar study with Spanish
adult present. Furthermore, skeptical
children supported these results
children cheated only after having
and highlighted intuitive beliefs in
ﬁrst behaviourally disconﬁrmed
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maintained? Well, of course. Children
are in the honeymoon period of
their brief primate existence, before
adulthood forces enough reality upon
you as to wish for those fantastical
early days to return. But adherence

a supernatural ‘soul’, which did not
come from the country’s Catholic
influence, but more from a natural
tendency to believe in a soul. Indeed,
the ancient Egyptians, back in the 8th
century BCE, believed in a human
soul which was made up of five parts:
the Ren, the Ba, the Ka, the Sheut,
and the Ib. The contemporary notion
that the soul is a Christian device
is a mistaken one. Like much of
Christianity, it’s the latest incarnation
of civilisation’s metaphysical notions.
When you acknowledge the wealth
of scientific evidence to suggest
intuitive theism in children, who
have a developing brain predisposed
to believe in the supernatural, being
told by their trusted elders that their
intuitive suspicions are correct and
yes, such supernatural beings exists,
it is no wonder that childhood
to fantasy, the type we believe rather
indoctrination is such an easy process. than just wonder at, should have a
Especially when imparted on children use-by-date.
by those who the adolescents trust
You may have been asked, “Why
the most – their parents (or teachers,
do you think it is okay to tell your
family members etc). Social evolution child that Father Christmas exists,
has tuned children’s brains to be
but not God?” (I have to be honest,
deeply gullible. Children absorb every I do still have a slight problem with
piece of information their elders
what is effectively lying to my child
sprout as it would have been deeply
about the existence of St Nick, but
beneficial for
assume by the
our ancestors’
time my child
There is no sobering tap reaches such an
tribe elders to
ensure they
age her excitement
on the shoulder with
passed down
will override my
superstitious matters if
knowledge to
dogmatic allegiance
parents adheres to them.
children who
to the truth.) The
would swallow
difference between
the information
Father Christmas
whole (fire is hot, this is how you
and God, or some other supernatural
hunt etc).
elements, despite both insisting
Educational psychology informs us that you are “good” (though at least
that if you wish to invoke profound
Father Christmas has the decency to
social change, achieving it through
reward your “goodness” regardless
childhood education is the most lucid and not demand blind belief like his
means. For example, great efforts
celestial counterpart) is that the ruse
are made to strip away previous
is eventually revealed.
generations’ bigoted ideas, on aspects
Regardless of how enchanted your
such as race, by educating children of child is by Harry Potter, there will
the validity of equality. But surely the not be a request for a 21st birthday
wonder of childhood fantasy must be party at Hogwarts when that time
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comes around. We reveal our hand
on other matters of fantasy. Most
children grow out of it, almost as
naturally as they started growing
into it. But there is no sobering tap
on the shoulder with religious, New
Age or superstitious matters if a
child’s parents adhere to them. Take
that university dorms are systematic
breeding grounds for converts to a
sceptical view. Why? Some people
only turned to reason in adulthood
after spreading their wings outside of
their direct community and meeting
those of the opposing view.
So a child’s brain is not a blank
canvas for reason as you might
suspect. Indeed, research shows that
even babies are ‘racist’ and from three
months will smile less at adults of
other races (I place the word racist in
quote marks as I don’t think it should
be interpreted in the way we perhaps
more widely understand that word).
So think of a child’s developing brain
as less of a blank canvas and more of
a mould of clay, already positioned,
but easily manipulated, be that in the
name of reason or superstition.
* How to Prove god Does Not Exist: The
Complete Guide to Validating Atheism
(Universal, 2012)

About the author:

Trevor Treharne
is a journalist, researcher
and author.
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Brain testers

ACROSS
1. Your dodgy product of choice. (6)
4. Digital stand-ins sound like they have a sailor
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Tim Mendham + Steve Roberts

DR BOB’S QUIZ
1. When Edison invented the phonograph, what did he
think its main use would be?
2. When Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone,
what did he think its main use would be?
3. When were can openers invented?
4. Facing almost certain defeat by the Persians in 480BC,
Themistocles consulted the Delphic oracle and was told
he would lose and should flee immediately. What did
Themistocles do next?
5. What percentage of microwave ovens have the door
hinged at the left?
Answers on page 62

or two. (7)
9. Amazing it’s not tinned. (7)
10. Ten dive when it’s clear. (7)
11. Fashionable majority are as central as can be. (6)
12. Not a horse but a negative one? (8)
17. Not before you get to a Scottish town. (3)
19. Leaning is nothing like gloomily. (9)
20. Animal scholar vs animal garden: fifty-nothing,
if you get my meaning. (9)
21. Haggard heroine is a third person. (3)
22. Charon has a merry fan. (8)
23. Black? More monstrous than her, and one of a pair. (6)
27. Bugs me to belong to religious groups. (7)
31. Medicinal herbs against complexes. (7)
32. Mustard gas can clean properly? (7)
33. I see cops in disarray thanks to an early skeptical
group. (6)
DOWN
1. Like kiddie’s footwear, the band should be banned. (5)
2. Top man for alt med noted for his preference for

parsimony. (5)
3. Yes, one looking around for a genuine study of body
mechanics. (11)
4. Yes, it’s one to you. (3)
5. In the way yours truly would cut short Australian
Skeptics Inc. (1-1-1)
6. Alternative to respect? (3)
7. I go insane when gloomy. (9)
8. An observer asked you for direction. (3)
13. Conduct electricity to leave. (6)
14. We gather round a politician in our informal
meetings. (11)
15. Urban greetings have their ups and downs. (5)
16. Roll up in each of the heritage caves. (6)
17. Insubstantial atmospheric imp. (4,5)
18. 2 down’s implement for cutting the excess. (5)
24. 51 + 51 + 100 is floral. (5)
25. An old story teller describes an eastern concession. (5)
26. Psychic power places 23rd in Greece. (3)
28. Look at the Catholic church’s home territory. (3)
29. Was 33 across, but not like on telly (sic). (1-1-1)
30. Little Susan is known to litigate. (3)
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Oh My
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... Not

Chris Forbes-Ewan sinks his teeth into the latest
diet plan – lots of coffee but no brekkie ...
and no science. OMG!
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s has become increasingly clear
over the past 30-40 years, the
world is experiencing unprecedented
epidemics of obesity and type 2
diabetes mellitus. Although developed
nations are currently the worst affected,
these epidemics are now appearing in
developing nations as well. As examples,
there are now more (in terms of absolute
numbers) obese adults in China than in
the United States, and the actual rate of
childhood diabetes is four times greater
in China than in the US. Similar effects
are occurring in all parts of the world
except sub-Saharan Africa.
In parallel with these epidemics there
has been a proliferation of popular diet
and lifestyle books, most of which were
written by people who have no relevant
qualifications, no publications record
in the peer-reviewed literature, and no
professional experience in the area of
nutrition.
A recent addition to the list of such
books is Six Weeks to OMG by British
personal trainer Paul Khanna, who
uses the pen name Venice A. Fulton.
Fulton explains in his foreword that
“The medical community think you
shouldn’t read this book” and “the only

way to truly silence them is to show
them what you mean. If you live this
book for six weeks, you’ll do that.
And if you change as much as I know
you can, they’ll be surprised enough
to greet you with those three magic
letters, ‘O-M-G’!” (Oh My God!).
He claims that not only will reading
this book lead to weight loss and
improved physical health, it “will
also boost your mental health by
helping you look good and feel more
in control”. However, the wording of
the first paragraph of the book hardly
inspires confidence that the reader
will achieve these lofty aims. It reads:
“Neither the publisher nor the author
accept any legal responsibility for any
personal injury or other damage or loss
arising from the ... advice contained in
this book.”
The author doesn’t make it explicitly
clear who the book is aimed at.
However, the style - which is extremely
‘chatty’ and colloquial, with terms
such as “yeah right”, “cut the crap”
and “trash them” - and the American
spelling suggest that it is directed
largely at adolescent and young-adult
American females.

So how successful has Venice A.
Fulton been in his aim of writing a
science-based book that will promote
weight loss while also enhancing
health? As often applies to popular diet
books, in Six Weeks to OMG I found
a few valid claims and appropriate
advice, a lot of misinformation and
inappropriate advice, and some
material that is simply nonsense.
Early in the book the author reveals
his level of expertise in physiology:
“even though your body appears as one
object, it’s made up of a ridiculously
huge amount of parts. The spares
catalogue for one human body would
fill an entire library. When all the parts
talk to each other we really fly.” With
such a depth of knowledge about how
the body works, how could anyone
doubt the quality of his advice on how
to make it “really fly”!
Fulton also shows a gross
misunderstanding of the relevance to
human metabolism of the First Law
of Thermodynamics, that energy may
be neither created nor destroyed, only
changed from one form to another.
In fact, he dismisses the first law
as “physics”, stating that it would

.
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be relevant “if our body only paid
attention to physics. But it doesn’t.
We obey other subjects like biology,
chemistry and biochemistry.” Denying
that human metabolism necessarily
involves conforming to one of the
fundamental laws of thermodynamics
is just one of many errors in this
poorly-researched and shoddy book.
Fulton provides advice on many
aspects of diet and lifestyle, including
eating behaviour, actions to take to
increase metabolic rate, physical activity,
and the importance of overcoming
stress-related ‘comfort eating’.
One of his key recommendations is
to take a cool bath for 15 minutes each
morning. His rationale is that losing
body heat to cool water stimulates fat
catabolism to replace the lost heat.
Consequently, he claims, “you’ll get an
increased metabolism for 12–15 hours”.
It is true that cooling the body to
the extent that shivering occurs will
greatly increase energy expenditure
during the period of exposure, but
there is no evidence that the increase
in energy expenditure will continue
much beyond the period of shivering.
Fifteen minutes of shivering would
be expected to have a similar effect
on total daily energy expenditure as
about fifteen minutes of brisk walking.
I know which of those two activities I
would prefer to include in a weight-loss
program.
With respect to diet, he
(appropriately) emphasises the
importance of eating a wide variety
of nutritious foods, and a high intake
of dietary fibre. His advice to “eat a
rainbow” is a colourful (so to speak)
and effective way of encouraging
consumption of a wide range of fruits
and vegetables. However, he warns
against eating more than 2–3 serves of
fruit per day, because “fruit increases
your appetite”. I wonder how many
people would feel hungrier than they
did beforehand after eating an apple
and a pear, or an orange, a banana and
a mango.
Fulton is also one of the ‘anticarbohydrate’ brigade, believing that
restricting carbohydrate intake is
critical to regaining control of body
weight. He even claims that “Humans

that “Caffeine on its own has not been
don’t need carbs! ... if you gave up
shown to be effective in reducing body
eating carbs right now, you wouldn’t
weight.”
die. In fact, you’d lead a long and
And according to Fulton, coffee
skinny life.”
is the most reliable source of caffeine
It is true that the National Health
in terms of consistency of caffeine
and Medical Research Council has
content. He can’t even get this right.
not set a recommended dietary intake
Energy drinks are far more reliable
(RDI) for carbohydrate (NHMRC,
sources of specific quantities of caffeine
2006). However, the NHMRC (ibid)
than coffee, whose caffeine content can
states that “the lack of an RDI for
vary considerably.
carbohydrate in no way reflects a lack
Skipping breakfast is another critical
of value as a key component of the
diet”. That is, while carbohydrate is not component of Fulton’s diet/lifestyle for
strictly essential for life, it is critical for weight loss (“breakfast is for wimps”).
He claims that as a
health.
consequence of not
Furthermore,
Skipping breakfast is eating before midday,
Fulton believes in
“carb addiction”,
a critical component of the body will have to
rely on body fat as its
which he claims
Fulton’s diet sole source of energy,
is caused by a
thereby leading to
“sugar rush” (ie a
‘Breakfast is for
more rapid weight
sudden increase
wimps’.
loss. In relation to
in blood glucose
skipping breakfast
level) resulting from
he does make one
consumption of
correct claim: “If you ask a crowd of
sugary foods or drinks. Diametrically
diet experts to raise their hands if they
opposed to Fulton’s belief in sugar
believe skipping breakfast is wrong,
addiction, Benton (2010) concluded
every hand will go up.” However,
in a review paper that “There is no
his next claim is not so believable:
support from the human literature for
“So what? You can’t find the truth by
the hypothesis that sucrose may be
simply counting hands. They’re wrong
physically addictive.”
and I’m right.” So there isn’t much
Fulton is a strong advocate for
point arguing with him, is there?
caffeine consumption for weight
Actually, now that I think about
control, but not just from any source the caffeine should be from black coffee it, there is a point. Although eating
with no sugar (regardless of how much breakfast may not be essential for good
health, every paper I have seen in the
the reader likes or loathes the taste).
scientific literature has reported benefits
The reason he gives for consuming
to health and/or cognitive performance
caffeine is that “caffeine makes cells
associated with consumption of a
open up and empty their fat into your
substantial breakfast. For example,
bloodstream. Once it arrives at your
Rampersaud et al. (2005) found that
muscles, they use this liquid fatty fuel
“children who reported eating breakfast
to power them. You get skinnier!”
However, if you add milk and/or sugar, on a consistent basis tended to have
superior nutritional profiles than their
this effect is supposedly completely
breakfast-skipping peers”. With respect
negated.
to weight outcomes, these researchers
Caffeine does lead to a small,
reported that “Breakfast eaters ... were
temporary stimulation of metabolic
less likely to be overweight.” They also
rate - about 3–4% for a 100mg dose
concluded that “breakfast consumption
(Jeukendrup and Randell, 2011) - and
therefore may be of some small benefit may improve cognitive function related
to memory, test grades, and school
in combating obesity. However, it is
attendance”.
not appropriate to claim, as Fulton
To summarise my response to his
does, that caffeine is undoubtedly
advice on diet and lifestyle, it is beyond
a powerful weight-control agent.
my comprehension why anyone would
Jeukendrup and Randell conclude
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choose to go without breakfast despite
its documented likely benefits to health
and performance, subject themselves
to daily cold baths despite their “cold
pain receptors screaming GET OUT
NOW!” (which Fulton admits is
likely to be the initial response), and
consume a drink they may not enjoy
(black coffee without sugar) every day.
Because he is a personal trainer I
expected Fulton to be on firmer ground
when it comes to giving advice about
movement (ie physical activity) for
weight control. Although he starts
promisingly - advising that movement
is critical to weight control - his
recommendations for one particular
form of movement are wholly
inconsistent with current science-based
advice. He states that resistance exercise
needs to be conducted only three
times per month to be substantially
beneficial. The recommendation of the
American College of Sports Medicine

for resistance training is that “Adults
should train each major muscle group
two or three days each week (my
emphasis) using a variety of exercises
and equipment” (Garber et al., 2011).
In conclusion, Six Weeks to OMG
is another in the long line of weightloss books written by someone who
knows ‘just enough to be dangerous’.
The author claims to have written a
book that is firmly science-based. Not
only is it not based on science, it even
contains gross misunderstandings
of the fundamental aspects of the
science relating to human metabolism,
nutrition, physical activity and weight
control. I would not recommend this
book to anyone.

.
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Your Stars: SEPTEMBER

2012

With our Astrologer Dr Duarf Ekaf

Aries: 21 March -19 April

Don’t let another day go by unless
you are on your death bed in which
case get out quick! If a black cat
crosses your path get a higher fence.
A bird in the hand can peck the
hand that feeds it, but two birds in
the bush are hiding from the black
cat. You should have got that fence!

Taurus: 20 April - 20 May

Every cloud has a silver lining
which is great until it falls on your
head. It would be much better if
every cloud had a cloud lining ...
which is amazing as that is exactly
what they have! Wow. Thank the
stars and planets for that.

Gemini: 21 May - 20 June

People born under your star sign
tend to have birthdays around the
same time of year as you. To me this
cannot be explained by coincidence
and is more than enough proof
that astrology really works.

Virgo: 23 August - 22 September

It is commonly thought by the
inhabitants of Glutz 5 (a small planet
orbiting one of the stars in your star
sign) that our sun makes up part of
their constellation of “The Fat Slob”.
The poor creatures of Glutz 5 who
are born under that sign are force fed
from birth in order to give credibility
to their form of astrology.

Libra: 23 September - 22 October

You will be pleased to know that you
were born under a very exclusive star
sign. In fact most people ever born were
not born under your sign although
many wish they were. Your lucky
number is 007, especially if you ever get
kidnapped by a sexy international spy
who likes swimming in the Bahamas.

Cancer: 21 June - 22 July

Ophiuchus: 0 - 0 - sorry

Do you ever wonder where the sun
goes at night? If you stay up all night
and wait, the answer will dawn upon
you and you will be star struck. I
promise you this advice comes from
casting your horoscope and not from
my brilliant wit.

Sagittarius: 22 November21 December

Don’t listen to people who don’t want to
talk to you. It turns out that this is quite
easy. Remember there are none so blind
as those who cannot see. This sort of
makes sense too. Your lucky magazine is
The Skeptic.

Capricorn: 22 December - 19 January

Every journey begins with the first step.
Every journey also ends with the last step
unless you slip along the way. Wow, it’s
true! Anyone can write this spiritual
sounding guff! Okay, I’ll try another
one. The long and winding road,
that leads to your door ... will
never ... oops.

Aquarius: 20 January 18 February

Science has discovered that
some of the stars that make
up your sign are now
black holes. In fact in a
few years it is expected
that your star sign will
no longer exist. This
might make casting your
horoscope very tricky, but
I’m sure I’ll find a way.

A new car is in your
future or at least a
second hand one. If
you really want this to
come true, buy a new
car and then sell it
back to yourself. That
way you’ll have a new
second hand car and my
amazing astrology will be
confirmed.

Leo: 23 July - 22 August

The heavens are telling
me that “Freedom regulates
humble force fields”. Also
“Your movement creates
a symphony of timelessness”
and “Orderliness is the path to
unbridled sensations”. I reject any
implication that these messages
of great wisdom are from some
random fictional Deepak Chopra
quote generator on the internet.

Pisces: 19 February 20 March

Scorpio: 23 October - 21 November

Many of your ancestors were born
under your sign. Isn’t that amazing!

I wish the stars had better news for
you but your luck ran out years ago.
In fact, it ran out before you were born. I
think it would have been much better for
you to be born under another sign. Maybe
you can find someone who is willing to
swap?

.
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Little
RayofSunshine
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As we head into summer, it’s appropriate that
Brian Dunning reports on myths about daylight saving.
Queenslanders, Northern Territorians and West Australians need read no further.

W
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hat does daylight saving time
really do for us, and what are
the real reasons we have it? Why on
Earth would we ever want to change
our clocks a few times a year? Is it
actually a good idea? In today’s day and
age, is it still good, or is it outdated?
Benjamin Franklin is often credited
with inventing the concept of daylight
saving time, on the principle of
conserving candles. However, a closer
look at this popular tale reveals cause
for skepticism. Franklin’s paper was
actually a satire poking fun at the
partying lifestyle of Parisians, not a
serious recommendation. It was a letter
written in 1784 for the Journal de Paris
in which he proposed firing cannons
at sunrise to wake people up and break
them from their nocturnal habits. To
justify this, he suggested that sleeping
instead of burning candles all night
long would save Parisians 64 million

pounds of candle wax over six months.
The first serious propositions came
independently from different sides of
the world a century later: from New
Zealander George Hudson in 1895,
and Englishman William Wennett
in 1907. Both recommendations
were to provide for additional sunlit
leisure time after work, and it was
proposed for use in the summertime
only because if it were done in winter,
the shorter days would force morning
activities (like children walking to
school) to happen while it was still
dark. That’s why we have the current
schedule of observing daylight saving
only in the summertime: Our workday
squeezes into the middle of that narrow
band of daylight during the winter,
and it drops down to the bottom of the
wider band of daylight in the summer;
keeping our morning wakeup times
roughly aligned with sunrise, but

giving us an abundance of extra daylit
playtime after work when the days are
long enough to permit.
Perhaps the most pervasive popular
perception about daylight saving time
is that it’s all about farmers, the idea
being that certain farm tasks should be
done at sunrise, whether it’s milking
cows or watering or harvesting crops,
and changing the clock makes this
easier somehow. The obvious response
to this is that these tasks are going
to continue to be done at sunrise,
regardless of the time shown on some
irrelevant clock. When you dig in
and read the arguments for or against
daylight saving put forth by various
groups, farmers are said to be among
the most vocal opponents of daylight
saving. Here’s a quote that I must have
found a hundred times in different
sources, word for word:
“Farmers, who must wake with the

e
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sun no matter what time their clock
says, are greatly inconvenienced by
having to change their schedule in
order to sell their crops to people who
observe daylight saving time.”
No matter how many times I
found that same sentence, I could
never discover its original source. The
concept is illogical at face value. In the
morning hours, daylight saving’s effect
is to keep the clock more in line with
sunrise: ie, 6:00am comes an hour
earlier in the summer when the sun is
rising earlier. If farmers need workers
to arrive when the sun starts drying
the dew, daylight saving is clearly
their friend. I found many, many
articles repeating the presumption
that farmers oppose daylight saving,
but almost nowhere did I find a good
reason articulated; at least not one
that pertains to farming. The president
of the New South Wales Farmers
Association could only come up with
this argument:
“Daylight saving has a significant
adverse impact on rural families and
communities businesses. An example is
children travelling home from school
in the heat of early afternoon sun.
Members also say they have trouble
getting their children to bed at normal
bed times, and farmers indicate that
they work longer days.”
This says nothing about daylight
saving creating a problem for the
practice of farming. At the same time,
other farmers express the same pleasure
as other people at an extra hour of
sunlit family recreation time after a
summer workday.
Dairy farmers have the closest thing
to a cogent argument that I could
find. Let’s say that their product has
to be to market at a given clock time,
and twice a year the clock changes by
an hour. This forces the cows to be
milked at a 23 or 25 hour interval,
once each year, instead the 24 hour
interval to which they’re accustomed.
Evidently this disruption to the cow’s
schedule is problematic for the cow. If
this really is a significant problem for
cows, it constitutes one of only two
farm-related arguments against daylight
saving that I could dig up.
The other is not unique to farms,

mixed results. There’s a lot of regional
and has to do with moving heavy
variation. Places like Florida, with
equipment on roads in the early
maximum air conditioning needs,
morning. Many such vehicles can
clearly use more electricity because of
only be driven during daylight, and
daylight saving, while cooler northern
many of the rest shouldn’t be operated
states may still see overall savings due
in darkness for safety reasons. When
to reduced lighting needs. Generally,
daylight saving drops the working
man’s start time down closer to sunrise reports of national energy consumption
combine results from a cross section
during the summer, this problem is
prolonged for more of the year. But I’m of utility companies nationwide.
Depending on what utilities you
still not convinced by this argument’s
include in your report, you may get
logic. Farm work starts with the sun.
very different overall results. A truly
Safe equipment operation starts with
the sun. That’s how it’s always going to comprehensive report that accounts for
all data are probably
be. Daylight saving
outside the realm of
keeps the clock time
Perhaps the most
practicality.
at the beginning of
If you do a Google
the workday more
pervasive perception
search for daylight
consistent with
about daylight saving is saving energy
sunrise year round,
it’s all about farmers.
consumption, you’ll
so, from a rational
find reports are all
perspective, the
over the map. In
people who depend
fact, the year after the Department
on the morning sun for their job
of Transportation found a 1 per
have every reason to be the biggest
cent savings, the National Bureau of
supporters of daylight saving: It brings
Standards reviewed their data and
them better consistency.
found no savings (https://opencrs.com/
So now we come to what everyone
document/RS22284/ - downloadable
believes, and what’s written down on
document). Some reports find that it
paper as the official reason we observe
uses as much as 1-2 per cent additional
daylight saving time: the conservation
of electricity. The idea is that residential electricity; some find there’s a savings
of as much as 1-2 per cent. Most fall
power usage is reduced because people
within the statistical margin of error.
don’t have to turn their lights on until
The one statement I’d feel comfortable
an hour later in the summer. This
making with authority is that any
was indeed true the first time the
possible energy savings that may be
question was deeply studied, which
derived from daylight saving time is
was during the oil crisis of the 1970s.
The US Department of Transportation statistically insignificant.
There’s one powerful reason that
calculated a 100,000-barrel savings in
daylight saving is probably here to stay,
oil, from a 1 per cent savings in power
and it has nothing to do with farms
usage, compared to if we’d stayed on
standard time. However, in the decades or electricity or road safety. Strong
since then, air conditioning has become reasons usually have to do with money.
Not money that you send to your
much more ubiquitous, and its power
utility company, but money that you
consumption greatly outpaces the
hand over at the cash register. During
reduction in lighting (although this
the warm summer months, when it’s
is slightly offset by reduced heating
possible to do so in comfort, people
on autumn and spring mornings).
like to be out and about in the evening.
In addition, people have many more
They like to go out for dinner, drinks
electronic gizmos around the house
or a movie, or wander through stores
then they did in the 1970s. Having
and galleries. They also like to play golf
people at home for an extra hour is
not nearly such a great way to conserve and tennis. Whenever they do these
things, they spend money. Lots of
electricity as it used to be.
money, in the collective. Give them an
Nowadays, people studying power
extra hour to recreate in the summer,
usage during daylight saving get

“
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A little Ray
of Sunshine
Continued...

and they spend even more money.
In 1986, an extra month of
daylight saving was added to the US
calendar, and representatives of various
recreational industries appeared in
front of Congress to testify about the
effect it had on their bottom lines. The
golf industry is said to have benefited
by an additional US$200 million, just
from that one additional month; and
the barbecue industry is said to have
sold an additional US$100 million
in barbecues and charcoal briquettes.
The additional extension in 2007 into
November was supported strongly by
the candy industry, which can sell a lot
more Halloween candy when kids can
spend an extra hour trick or treating
before bedtime.
There is even a lobby group out
there that points to the environmental
impact of this extra hour of shopping,
dining and golf. One paper from UC
Santa Barbara calculated the cost of the
resulting pollution as several million
dollars per year.
Whatever your particular fancy,
you can probably find someone who’s
written a paper saying that daylight
saving is good or bad. Daylight saving
is one case where the fewer words you
use to describe it, the more accurate
you are. One word: money. The more
details you go into beyond that, the
more treacherous your footing.

.

Note:This article is a transcript of an
episode of Skeptoid (episode #172,
September 22, 2009). It is used with
permission and is copyrighted to the
author.
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I disagree

Shane Greenup points to a new pointer on the net:
letting you know whose site isn’t quite what it seems to be.
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s a repository of all human
knowledge, the internet is an
absolutely amazing thing, but as a
platform for a global discussion of that
knowledge it leaves a lot to be desired.
In spite of all of the discussion
capability which has been built in
to it over the years, in the form of
message boards, comment fields and
social media, none of these discussion
platforms have adequately integrated
the immense resource of information
available to them. In fact, they
just add more noise to the already
overwhelming and repetitious pool of
information.
The internet lacks an organising
principle which allows all of
this existing information to be
meaningfully structured in to an
accessible, global discussion. Until this
external organising layer is built, the
internet will continue to be a suboptimal system for helping people
to understand complex subjects.
Users will continue to suffer from
being overwhelmed with too much
information, driven to distraction with
the repetitious content and constantly
suspicious of being tricked or lied to.
So why is there still ignorance in
this ‘Age of Information’?
Every single day there are numerous
people seriously asking the question
“If man evolved from monkeys, then
why are monkeys still here?” And
every single day people are taking the
time to actually answer these people,
again, adding these new answers to
the existing stockpile of hundreds of
thousands of copies of the answers

already provided.
We’re living in the ‘Information
Age’ and yet somehow people are still
ignorant of answers to basic questions
of biology. Answers which are easy to
understand have been available for
several generations at least, and are now
so easy to find that a five year old could
do it. How is this possible?
There is scope for a huge discussion
here and I would love to cover it all, but
I am limited in space, so please allow
me to just say that I think the primary
explanation for this seemingly willful
ignorance comes under the blanket term
of confirmation bias.

Above: Rbutr sits in the corner of your browser
ready to tell you when you hit a rebutted page

More specifically within the broad
scope of the term confirmation bias, I
am referring to how information leads
to more self-confirming information,
providing a biased representation of a
complex issue instead of a balanced one.
For example, when someone lectures
us on a topic they know more about
than we do, they may recommend other
people to talk to about it. When we read
books, they recommend other books
to read. When we access websites, they

choose which other website they link to,
and so on. If any of these initial sources
have an agenda at play, or even a slight
bias, then the receiver of the information
may be starting down a path of
repeated confirmations of an erroneous
conclusion, completely unaware that it
is even happening.
This is where I believe our source
of trouble comes from, and I think
the internet is making it worse.
The internet has made it so easy for
people to click through to multiple
assenting websites from one initial
article that, when they do so, they can
quickly build up a mental portfolio of
‘independent’ authors
who all agree with the
original conclusions.
Within a very short
time frame the person
who has previously
had no exposure to
this particular topic,
whatever it may be, will
feel confident that they
have thoroughly researched the subject
and confirmed that their fringe belief
actually has massive support; after all,
100 per cent of resources discovered in
their investigation agreed on the point
in question, right? And they did take the
time to read five different websites!

SIMPLE METHODS,
POWERFUL OUTCOMES

Rbutr is an idea which we started
developing at the beginning of
February this year which provides a
deceptively simple solution. Rbutr
records claim:rebuttal connections
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between webpages, and displays alerts
whenever you visit a rebutted page.
At its most simple, rbutr just
highlights an opposing perspective to
the page you are viewing, providing you
with the opportunity to balance two
contrasting perspectives and evaluate
the arguments of either side. But with
extensive application of this simple
claim:rebuttal connection process,
combined with the fact that claim
articles can be rebutted by numerous
pages, rebuttal pages can be connected
to numerous claim pages, and rebuttal
pages themselves can also be rebutted,
it will also create an extensive map of
webpage relationships which provide a
valuable layer of meaning.
To use rbutr, simply visit http://
rbutr.com and click on the link to
Register. Immediately after picking
your username and password, you
will be prompted to install rbutr in to
your browser – at the moment rbutr
only works for Chrome, though we
are working to release a Firefox version
as soon as we can – simply follow the
prompts to install and it will all be done

within a few seconds.
Once installed rbutr sits silently,
unobtrusively in the top right hand
corner of your browser watching and
waiting for its opportunity to tell you
whenever you hit a rebutted page.
If you don’t want to wait until you
stumble across one, you can always
click on the rbutr icon, and click on
the link to a ‘Random’ rebuttal. If you
are looking at a page you wish was
rebutted, hit the ‘Request’ button.
And if you have found a rebuttal, hit
the ‘Rebuttal’ button while that page
is open, then go to the page which has
been rebutted, and hit the ‘Source page’
button. A comment about the rebuttal
and some tags are all you require from
there, and submitting the rebuttal takes
less than 30 seconds to do.
By organising a global effort
to connect opposing perspectives
together like this, we can build a
global discussion overlay on top of
the internet which will allow all of the
existing work which has already been
done to be used more effectively in its
rightful place within that discussion.

People will be able to access the best
arguments against any article they
find themselves on, and then the best
rebuttals to those arguments. They
can follow an ideal ‘discussion’ of the
subject between opposing camps of
thought from sources all over the world
– authors who may have never even
heard of each other. This externally
imposed discussion will provide them
with the strongest arguments on
the subject, free from the fear that
they are being manipulated in to a
particular viewpoint by a single biased
information source.

.

For more information about this project,
visit http://rbutr.com, and drop by our
facebook page (http://facebook.com/
rbutr) to talk to us about our work.
About the author:
Shane Greenup is a Sydneybased online entrepreneur
with qualifications in
philosophy and molecular
biology.
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f you believe the doomsayers, the
human race is not long for this
earth. By the end of this year, our
number will be up: the four horsemen
of the apocalypse will be upon us, fire
will rain from the skies, the poles will
reverse and the end will be, as so many
have predicted for so long, nigh.
2012 has been feted for decades
as the year the human race will
be destroyed. But where did this
apocalyptic vision come from? And
why are we so attached to the date of
our demise?
Most people understand the 2012
end-of-the-world phenomenon to
have something to do with the end of
the Mayan calendar. In some ways,
this is the case. The Maya used the
long count calendar
which dates back over
5000 years and is
divided into b’ak’tun
cycles of roughly
394 years.
We are currently
in the thirteenth
b’ak’tun of the
Long Count,
and this cycle
ends (depending

Joseph Gelfer looks at the meaning of 2012 beyond
the Mayans: the end of the world as we want it.
on your interpretation) around 21
December, 2012. But the Maya didn’t
say much about what would actually
happen when the cycle ends. To find
the roots of the current apocalyptic
spin on 2012 we have to look beyond
the Mayan period, and to the modern
interpretations of this ancient calendar.
The narrative began in the 1960s
with a book called The Maya. In
it, American archaeologist and
anthropologist Michael Coe somewhat
sneakily slipped in the following
prophetic reference about what
would happen with the closing of the
thirteenth b’ak’tun: “Armageddon
would overtake the degenerate peoples
of the world and all creation on the
final day.”
And so began the 2012
phenomenon.
Most people who are interested in
2012 work on the assumption that
the grand day will usher in a new
form of human consciousness, akin
to the Age of Aquarius. Those who

interpret the calendar in this way are
a diverse group following a spectrum
of esoteric lineages, from borrowed
indigenous traditions, to fantasy
histories of Atlantis, to Theosophists
and psychedelic counterculture.
Some of these spiritually-inclined
individuals view 2012 as something
that will happen whether we like it
or not; others have a more proactive
view, assuming any changes that occur
around 2012 must be the result of our
collective actions.
A smaller number of people
interested in 2012 are catastrophists.
These people propose all sorts of
Earth-destroying scenarios such as
pole reversal, mega-tsunamis and
crustal displacement (as seen in the
blockbuster movie 2012), through to
a massive asteroid colliding with our
planet.
It is also often suggested there is
some form of governmental cover-up
to prevent the knowledge of these
imminent disasters spreading among
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of the idea of 2012 - indeed, the
apocalyptic imagination in general - as
we endeavour to find meaning in the
world around us. This struck me again
recently watching Lars von Trier’s
movie Melancholia, which is basically
an arty 2012 movie in which a planet
crashes into Earth.
Of course, we each have a kind
of death-delivering planet hurtling
towards our orbit; we each have to
imagine a universe in which we no
longer exist. Because of this, we each
want to identify some kind of meaning
in our existence, and construct a
beginning, middle and end for the
world.
I have what I like to call, with
tongue firmly in cheek, “the Gelfer
Prophecy”, about how 2012 might pan
out down here in Australia.
There are various prophetic
narratives which suggest that Australia
is a safe place to be on the big day. As
the first continental landmass behind
the International Date Line, Australia
will see the alleged New Age before
anyone else. And shortly before, on
14 November, Australia will witness
an eclipse of the sun, visible in its
totality from tropical Queensland. It’s
easy to imagine an End Times holiday
package, and such things are already
underway.
In my “vision”, unprecedented
numbers of people line the Eastern
seaboard to see the New Age race
across the horizon. Of course, when
nothing happens they will return,
dejected, to their rental vans.
But in that moment of dejection
it may just be that people realise the
changes they dearly wish to see in
the world will not come from some
cosmic source, but rather instead
political agency and social activism.
And that, ironically, may result in 2012
being a catalyst for a shift in human
consciousness, exactly as the prophets
predicted.

.

Above: Behold, Death rides a pale horse, with
little control of his direction
Far left: The usual message, written on a blackboard for quick changes

About the author:
Joseph Gelfer is the author
of 2012: Decoding the
Countercultural Apocalypse.
www.gelfer.net
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the masses. And don’t think this is the
kind of thing that only happens in
America. In May 2010 police raided
a religious community in South
Australia called Agape Ministries,
who had woven a narrative about
the government microchipping the
population during the course of a 2012
apocalypse.
Even those who believe that there
will be a catastrophe in 2012 are not
sure what form it will take.
It continues to surprise me how
2012 feeds into the dreams, anxieties
and full-on anger of numerous people
for various reasons.
I recently wrote a scepticalbut-optimistic 2012 talk which
I give in various contexts. At the
MindBodySpirit Festival a woman
came up to me and said she wished
she could clone me so more people
could hear my balanced message; at
the Atheist Society a man publicly
called me a parasite because I did not
denounce everything to do with 2012
as a dangerous cult.
What both these positions
demonstrate is the potent force

The Appeal to Popularity
The Appeal to Popularity fallacy may be
defined as when an advocate asserts that
because the great majority of people in
general agree with his or her position
on an issue, he or she must be right.
Conversely, the fallacy is also committed
if an advocate’s critics assert that because
the majority of people disagree with
the advocate’s position, then he or she
must be wrong. Other names for this
fallacy include appeal to the masses,
common practice, traditional wisdom,
the bandwagon fallacy and truth by
consensus.
It often happens that a true
proposition is believed to be true by
most people, but this is not the reason
it is true. For example, nearly every sane
person believes that the proposition
1+1=2 is true, but that is not why it is
true. Put simply, the proposition 1+1=2 is
true because it has been mathematically
proven to be true.
Let us now consider a belief where
its truth is less obvious. Before the work
of Copernicus and Galileo in the 15th and
16th centuries, most people (including
the Roman Catholic Church) believed that
the Sun revolved around the Earth, rather
than vice versa as we now know through
science. So the popular belief in that case
was false.
Another example is the claims of
so-called ‘alternative medicines’, where
judging by their high sales figures relative
to prescription medicines, it is quite
possible that a majority of the population
believe these claims to be true. Without
going into details here, we skeptics have
good reasons for believing many of these
claims to be false.
The Appeal to Popularity fallacy
confuses correlation with causality; and
thus popularity with truth. Just because
most people believe that a statement is
true, it does not logically follow that the
statement is in fact true.

- by Tim Harding
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Happy little
Skeptimites?
Alison White asks if being
a skeptic is a blessing or a
bane ... or even a curse.
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ou think that you’re a skeptic and
I think that I am a skeptic. But
just what are we? And does being a
skeptic make us happier?
For years, I defined a skeptic as one
who states the “bleeding obvious”,
and I still think that this is still not
a bad definition. However, recently
Simon Jenkins wrote of a book in The
Guardian written by Jonathan Haidt
called The Righteous Mind. Haidt is
an American political scientist and
Jenkins’ review of his book helps me
with the mystery about the nature of
skepticism.
Apparently Haidt has long been
puzzled as to why many poor and
working class people continue to
support conservative politicians and
causes - causes that are often directly
opposed to their own best interests.
This issue has also long caused me
to shake my head in disbelief. For
example, just recently during the
Obama health care legislation debate
in the US, a middle-aged woman
protesting most vigorously against the
bill was asked by a TV reporter if she
had health insurance. Amazingly, it
turned out that she was unemployed
and had not one cent of health
insurance. The legislation was made to
help people like her! When asked why
she was so opposed to the bill when
it would help her, she seemed to have
no answer except to bleat some antiObama cliché.

logical arguments to include emotive
Jenkins says “Haidt’s answer is that
content?
politics is seldom just purely about
Does being a skeptic make us
money.” It appears that conservatives
happy? If you had not already worked
are “more in touch with the emotional
it out, we skeptics are a minority
nerve of a nation” and they score
group and I for one have certainly
with people on such issues as “loyalty
felt this position
to the nation or
over my life.
group and a desire
The power of accurate often
For this reason, I
for security and
observation is commonly often wonder if my
authority”. Nonskeptical nature is a
conservative people, called cynicism by those
curse or a blessing.
on the other hand,
who do not possess it.
The problems it has
“rely too much
on an appeal to
- George Bernard Shaw caused for me over
a long life are legion
reason”.
and I sometimes
So is this where
we are going wrong? (We skeptics must wonder if life might have been more
enjoyable if I was the usual accepting
define ourselves as non-conservatives
(conservative) type of person.
if we are using Haidt’s definition that
It is not that I do not appreciate
we rely on reason for our opinions.)
the benefits of being able to think
We ride in on the horse of reason,
for myself, but oh – the bruises and
intending to cut a swathe with our
bumps that skepticism has caused my
laser-like logic, only to find that those
poor psyche over the years!
on the other side are not swayed. We
I am told that as a child the first
are appealing to them in the wrong
word that I uttered was not mum
way. Is our only hope to appeal to
or dad, or even no – but why?
those rational individuals in the
Well, I guess that this is a bit of an
general public and in this way build
exaggeration, but you get the picture.
a critical mass of opinion? Should we
However, I do not think that I
give up trying to convert those on
ever asked a question or challenged
the other side of the argument? If the
authority knowingly, but only because
answer is no, how do we dress our
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what was said either required further
clarification, or sounded improbable.
Cheeky I was not.
I was once sent home from Sunday
school as a five-year-old with a note
to my parents telling them that I had
been a naughty girl. My crime? In
response to a lesson about the wonders
of God creating the world and all its
creatures – and in seven days no less
– I had asked (innocently) “Then who
made God?” A reasonable question
I think. However, I guess there is
nothing like a question – especially
from a five year old – to which you do
not have an answer to make people feel
threatened.
For many years I thought that
ANZAC Day was the celebration of
a victory not a defeat; not that this
had ever actually been said by adults
complicit in perpetuating the Gallipoli
story. But to my rational primary
school mind, why would we all be out
in the hot sun singing hymns, if it
were not to celebrate a victory? When
I actually voiced my misconception,
the wrath of outraged adults came
tumbling down upon me. And I had
no idea what the anger was all about.
I could never understand rules
either, as so many of them seemed
pointless. I had no problems with rules
where there seemed to be a reason for
them, but where they were steeped in
some out-dated tradition or made no
sense, I generally asked (you guessed
it) – why? Again, my questioning
of rules usually caused wrath from
those questioned; why, I could not
understand.
James Randi

The damage all this
did to my self-esteem has
been significant. All these
authority figures in my
life – teachers, ministers,
public figures, relatives –
either mouthing rubbish,
or accepting same without
question. It must be me, I
thought. I must be some
sort of aberration, if these
people, so much cleverer
than me, accept this stuff.
I was certainly no brains
Carl Sagan
trust, so why would I
question things that these
greatly influenced or exacerbated by
people did not?
my skepticism. I am skeptical about
My adult life has been more of the
myself. Whatever the reason, my selfsame, although gradually I began to
esteem has not been helped.
appreciate that just because people
I think also that being a skeptic
were cleverer and more successful
makes one more
than me, did not
sensitive to injustice.
necessarily mean
I have found that
Maybe this is because
that they were
correct. However,
being a skeptic made me skeptics do not
accept the status
I seem to have
skeptical about myself.
quo if it does not
spent most of
make sense. And
this time being
The rational and critical
injustice rarely seems
on the wrong
eye is trained on me
to make sense to me.
side of general
Whatever its origins,
public opinion,
injustice seems to be
at least initially.
(Fortunately, public opinion does often so inefficient and illogical on all fronts
that it cannot but tickle the skeptical
catch up over time.) Nonetheless,
nerve. Just another front on which to
I have spent much of my adult life
fight or guard against.
trying to keep my mouth shut, or
I am now close to three-score years
defending a contrary opinion.
and ten and accept my lot in life as a
I have also found that being a
skeptic. I often think of that scene in
skeptic made me skeptical about
The Life Of Brian, in which Brian tells
myself. The rational and critical eye
that I train on issues and the actions of the crowd that he is not the Messiah
and that they must all go away and be
others is also trained
on me. It seems to me individuals. The crowd all agree they’re
individuals, except for one voice
that so many people
calling out “I’m not”. That person
live in a sort of a
haze when it came to must have been an antecedent of mine
judging themselves. It – always the one on the other side.
While I now consider that the
never even occurs to
ability to think critically is a gift, I
them to do so. I, on
often think that I would have been
the other-hand, slice
happier without it. What do other
through my actions
skeptics think?
like a hot knife
through butter. While
this may also be a
character trait, I have About the author:
always considered my Alison White is retired and has a background in
self-judgement to be
journalism and policy development ... and skepticism.
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The cycle of life

THE WRITER
Charles Lutwidge Dodgson (1832 –1898),
better known as Lewis Carroll, was an author,
mathematician, logician, Anglican deacon and
photographer. His most famous writings are the fantasy
works Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, Through the
Looking-Glass, The Hunting of the Snark and “Jabberwocky”.
Among various inventions, he came up with a rule for
finding the day of the week for any date; fairer elimination
rules for tennis tournaments; and at least two ciphers for
cryptography. He was also
a founding member of
the Society for Psychical
Research.

Sundry seekers after fantasy, truth and
recreation. And so it goes, the almost
inevitable realisation that all knowledge
is connected and connectable.
THE SKEPTICS
CSICOP, the Committee for
the Scientific Investigation of Claims
of the Paranormal (now shortened to
the Committee for Scientific Inquiry), was
officially launched by philosophy professor
Paul Kurtz at a specially convened conference
of the American Humanist Association in 1976.
Among its founding members were Kurtz, James
Randi, Ray Hyman, Marcello Truzzi and Martin
Gardner. Gardner is especially known as a writer
on “recreational mathematics”, though he had no
qualifications in mathematics beyond high school.
He is also known as an annotator of several books
that he found “‘sort of frightening” when he was
young: Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland, Through the Looking-Glass,
andThe Hunting of the Snark.

What goes a
THE CRITICS

Creation ex nihilo is a central tenet of
creationism or ‘intelligent design’, using the Bible
as a prime source of ‘scientific’ truth. Organisations that
have expressed formal criticism (if not absolute dismissal)
of creationism include the US National Academy of Sciences;
the American Association for the Advancement of Science; the
UK Royal Society; the US National Science Teachers Association;
the National Center for Science Education; the American
Association of Physics Teachers; the American Astronomical
Society; the American Geophysical Union; the American
Chemical Society; the American Physical Society;
and CSICOP.

Madame Blavatsky settles down
with a good book: Wonderland?
46
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THE PSYCHICS
The Society for Psychical Research (SPR)
was founded in 1882 in London and was the first
organisation of its kind in the world. Its stated purpose
is to understand “events and abilities commonly described as
psychic or paranormal by promoting and supporting important
research in this area” and to “examine allegedly paranormal
phenomena in a scientific and unbiased way”. Initial committees
covered thought-transference, Mesmerism, mediumship,
Reichenbach phenomena (‘Odic Force’), apparitions and haunted
houses, physical phenomena associated with séances, and a
literary committee which studied the history of these
phenomena.

Lewis Carroll, author,
mathematician, resting in
Wonderland.

THE INVESTIGATOR
Critical SPR investigations into
purported mediums and the exposure of
fake mediums led to a number of resignations
in the 1880s by spiritualist members, but the
Society continued to investigate mediums, studying
Leonora Piper and Eusapia Palladino among others.
In 1885 Richard Hodgson’s report on Theosophical
Phenomena expressed the opinion that the founder
of the Theosophical Society, Helena Petrova Blavatsky,
was “neither the mouthpiece of hidden seers, nor ...
a mere vulgar adventuress; we think she has
THE SPIRITUALIST
achieved title to permanent remembrance as
one of the most accomplished, ingenious
Helena Blavatsky (born Helena Gan, 1831 –
and interesting imposters in history”.
1891) was co-founder of a research and publishing
institute called the Theosophical Society. She saw
herself as a missionary of ancient knowledge. Her interests
included a range of spiritualist aspects, including an ‘absolute
truth’, reincarnation, karma, Atlantis and Lemuria. She once
wrote that “Mankind did not issue from one solitary couple.
Nor was there ever a first man - whether Adam or Yim - but
a first mankind. Once that both creation ex nihilo - an
absurdity - and a superhuman Creator or creators - a fact
- are made away with by science, polygenism [multiple
sources for humanity] presents no more difficulties
or inconveniences (rather fewer from a
Alice finds that Wonderland
scientific point of view) than
is a perfect fit for her aims
monogenism does.”

s around ...

and ambitions.
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Populate & perish?
In which is discussed optimism, pessimism
and the world in three acts

I

read Dick Smith’s book (Population Crisis),
and the interview in the June 2012 Skeptic,
with interest. The good news is that I suspect
Dick’s views on the world’s population are too
pessimistic.
The number of people in the world is not
“growing exponentially” as is sometimes stated.
In fact, since the late 1980s, the number of
babies born into the world each year has fallen,
not just as a percentage but in real terms.
Changing population can be viewed as a play
with three distinct acts.
• Act 1 - 1830 to 1950 - declining infant
mortality, rapidly growing population.
• Act 2 - 1950 to 1990 - declining family size
eventually stabilizing just above two children
• Act 3 - 1990 to now - aging world
population. Africa is a concern.

TOTAL CHILDREN BORN PER WOMAN

Figure 2

CURRENT & EXPECTED BIRTHS & DEATHS PER YEAR

Millions perYear

Children

Figure 1
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1830 TO 1950 - DECLINING INFANT MORTALITY
When Australia was first settled in 1788 the world
had about a billion people. Each couple averaged
about six children. Each couple could expect to
bury two or three of these children before the child
reached child bearing age. On average, only 2.2 of
their children ever had their own children. At birth
your life expectancy was under 40, but if you lived
to 10, your life expectancy rose to 60. High infant
mortality was accepted.
After about 1830 modern sanitation and rising
living standards meant more and more children
survived to child bearing age. By 1950, 87 per
cent of all children born survived the critical first
year. But people had not adjusted their number
of children.
In 1950 women were still averaging five children,
but now 4.5 of these children were surviving past
10 years old. This is far beyond the two children
per woman, or 2.2 children per family, required
for a stable population. At this rate the world’s
population would double every 35 years.
In the 1950s and 1960s a population
catastrophe really seemed imminent. It was unclear
what the end population would be. Books like
The Limits to Growth appeared. In 1963, the peak
year, the world population grew by 2.2 per cent,
for a doubling period of under 32 years.

1950 TO 1990 - DECLINING FAMILY SIZE

But disaster did not happen. Since the 1950s
people have adjusted the number of children they
have. By 2005, on average, each woman was only
having 2.5 children, not too far above the two
children required for a static population. In the
developed world the average number of children
has fallen below replacement level. Figure 1 sets
out this critical change.
This reduction in births per family was a
fundamental change in human behaviour. When
given the choice people seem to want two or three
children. Many factors have driven this, including
a growing urban population where large numbers
of children are not an economic advantage,
the increasing availability and use of effective
contraceptive methods and women gaining greater
control over their own lives.
Since the late 1980s the number of births
each year has stabilised across most of the world.
Between 1985 and 1990 births peaked at about
137 million per year. For the past 25 years the
number of births across the world has been
remarkably stable. Figure 2 gives current and
expected rates of births and deaths.
Estimated birth rates are given to 2050. The
death rates are given for the rest of this century
as these can be accurately determined because
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death rates depend almost solely on the number
of people born 70 or so years earlier, with a slight
adjustment for growing life expectations. Birth
rates after 2050 are much harder to estimate as
they depend on future fertility rates.
It is interesting to note in the above graph that
the long term number of births per year is currently
only about 40 per cent higher than in 1950 even
though the world now has three times as many
people. Birth rates really have come under control.

1990 TO NOW - AGING WORLD POPULATION

If birth rates are really stable why is the world’s
population still growing?
The world’s population depends on the
differences between births and deaths. While
the birth rate has stabilised at about 130 million
births per year the death rate has still to catch
up. Total population changes lag many years
behind any changes in birth rate.
Figure 3 shows the current situation. While
the world has roughly equal numbers of people
at each age under 25 there are far less middle
aged and older people. Except for Sub-Saharan
Africa almost all the current population increase
is due to population aging.
WORLD POPULATION AGE DISTRIBUTION -2010

Figure 4

POPULATION ASIA, SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA & REMAINDER OF WORLD

Billions

Millions per5 Year band

Figure 3

Assuming we have now had 25 years of stable
birth rates, it will be another 50 years before the
death rate catches up. A static population with
roughly 130 million births per year and a 75 year
life expectancy results in about 10 billion people.
So the world’s population can be expected to
grow from about 7 billion to 10 billion people
even with a static, or slightly declining, birth rate.
In summary, while the increase in worldwide
births each year during the 20th century was due
to lowering infant mortality, most of the current
increase in world population is due to the aging
of the population as the population restabilises at
a higher level.

SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA - AN AREA OF CONCERN

But all is not totally rosy. Fertility rates are still
very high in countries where there is a rural tribal
society with low literacy rates. The major problem
area, as stated earlier, is Sub-Saharan Africa where
infant mortality has declined but birth rates do not
seem to be slowing. Women are still averaging five
children. In 1950 the area had about 200 million
people. It now has close to 1 billion people. Under
some scenarios by 2100 a third of the people in
the world will live in Sub-Saharan Africa. Figure 4,
using UN expected population changes, illustrates
the importance of the declining Asian birth rate,
and also why Sub-Saharan Africa is of concern.
Sub-Saharan Africa is likely to have more
people by 2100 than all the world outside Asia
combined. Nigeria could have risen from about 35
million people in 1950 to over 700 million people
by 2100. Nigeria would then have more people
than all of Europe. Moving African birth rates
to replacement levels well before the end of this
century is critical if we are to manage the world
population beyond 2100.
As Dick says in his book, the solutions are: to
improve living standards; to empower women to
manage their family size; and to improve access to
birth control methods.
I agree with Dick that the world’s population is
rising towards 10 billion. However, I am not overly
concerned as most of the current growth comes
from an aging population.
Unlike Dick, I do not believe the population
increase is because of a desire for ‘growth’. I believe
it is because reduced infant mortality required a
cultural change in the number of children born
per family. The experience of Europe and Asia is
that, once a reasonable level of urban prosperity
is reached, families use birth control methods
to limit family size to around, or even below,
replacement levels.
I suspect that in 50 years time the big issue will
be the declining size of the working population,
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similar to the problem currently being experienced
in Europe and Japan. Japan now has more people
in the age range 70-79 than it does in the range
0-9. By 2020 India will be the most populous
country to ever exist. By 2070 India could have
about 1.6 billion people but even India will then
have a falling population.
Dick also raises questions and concerns about
available resources. 200 years ago, when Australia
was first settled, the world contained about 1
billion people. Animal and human muscle were the
main sources of power. The industrial revolution
lay in the future. Towards the end of this century
the world will have 10 billion people. I guess the
question is, over this 300 year period since 1800,
will we have developed the systems and technology
to maintain and feed a roughly stable population 10
times larger than the population in 1800. Unlike
Dick, I suspect the answer is yes.
There is also hope for Africa. South Africa
illustrates how rapidly birth rates can change
in a country. South African birth rates have
fallen from an average 6.5 children per woman
in 1950 to 2.5 children per woman in 2010.
There are indications other African countries are
also gradually moving to lower birth rates even
if they have a long way to go. Another cause
for optimism is that many African countries
have enormous potential for improvements in
agriculture, both directly and through improved
transport and distribution. UN FAO figures show
African food production over the past 10 years has
grown significantly faster than the population.
The issue of Australia’s population is also of
concern to Dick. I cannot see any way that a large
and rich country like Australia could or should
‘cocoon’ itself from the world. The Australian
population, even with migration, is only growing
at about 1.4 per cent, or 300,000 people per year.
This seems sustainable. During the 1950s and
1960s the population growth rate averaged around
2% per year. Australia now has a larger population
than in the 1950s but it is also less polluted,
has a greater awareness of the need to care for
the environment and is a freer and more diverse
country. I’m optimistic about the future.
John Cameron
Roseville NSW
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Notes
1 Graph data is from United Nations site http://esa.un.org/wpp/unpp/panel_
population.htm.
2 Additional yearly information from US Census Bureau site http://www.census.
gov/population/international/data/idb/informationGateway.php
3 For general discussion www.prb.org.
4 Australian data from Australian Bureau of Statistics www.abs.gov.au

... and some further debate

I

found Dick Smith’s recent interview about the
evils of population growth disappointing (“Stop
the Carnival”, The Skeptic, 32:2 pp26-29). His
thinking is too much hunch-driven and infected
by the currently fashionable Rupert Murdoch
conspiracy theory.
Presumably because he hadn’t found sufficient
evidence - there are, Dick says, no more than “about
30” worthwhile books - he has to intuit (“I have
a feeling”) that ‘we’ should scale back the planet’s
population to one billion. Hmm. “By what means?”
asks I ominously.
And ‘we’, most of us - Dick naturally is immune
- can’t see this, because of Rupert Murdoch and
News Ltd. Once upon a time it was the Pope and
the Elders of Zion who were the only impediments
to the onward march of small-p protestant enlightenment. Now it is a single media baron! Oh dear.
When Dick does cite any empirical information
he gets it wrong. He intuits that the USA has
reached or passed its ‘prosperity optimum’, and cites
as evidence of this — or its corollary—that GDP
per person in the USA is “now less than ours”.
Not so. Wikipedia, citing the IMF, gives the PPP
figures—purchasing power parity in international
dollars — as $48,387 for the USA and $40,541 for
Australia in 2010-11. In other words, for every 100
Big Macs the average American can afford we must
make do with just 84.
Of itself growth is neither good nor bad.
What matters is the effect. For example, in the
last 150 years there has been a massive, not to say
stupendous, growth in the amount of clean water
available. The number of cities, towns and villages
has rocketed where one can drink the tap water,
instead of taking ‘small beer’ for breakfast in best
medieval style. I’m for a lot more of that. Water, I
mean, not beer!
As for presumed over-population, the
Netherlands would be among the first to be
damned, or pitied, by the ‘anti-growthists’. But its
people live very well. Indeed tiny Holland’s cereal
and meat outputs are respectively 82 per cent and
85 per cent those of Australia*. Again I’m for a lot
more of that. Let it grow, let it grow, let it grow!
Finally, may I, through you, Mr Editor, urge
Dick Smith to make Matt Ridley’s book, The
Rational Optimist: How Prosperity Evolves, number
31 on his reading list.
Michael O’Rourke
Braddon ACT

* http://www.nationmaster.com/compare/Australia/
Netherlands/Agriculture.
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Things to come?
In which is discussed follies, feedback,
models and evidence

M

ark Lawson (“The Follies of Forecasting”,
The Skeptic, 32:2 p44) makes so many
fallacious arguments in dismissing the need to
worry about anthropogenic global warming, I
don’t know where to start.
His analogy of a dentist warning of the dire
consequences of neglecting a dental abscess isn’t
a very good one. If a patient ignores his dentist’s
forecast, then he will know he was wrong very
quickly.
A better analogy would be a raised PSA level
in blood and prostatic carcinoma. Prostatic
carcinoma, when it’s spread, is a nasty disease. But
a lot of men die with prostatic carcinoma, not of
it. Many prostatic cancers are indolent, and don’t
cause trouble. Treatment for prostatic cancer,
including radical prostatectomy, has a lot of side
effects. A man with a raised PSA level has no way
of knowing whether advice to undergo aggressive
treatment is warranted unless he ignores it.
Similarly with climate change. We know that
mass extinction events are associated with climate
change, including the most recent one 55 MYA
at the Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum,
which was due to an out-gassing of methane
resulting from suboceanic volcanic activity leading
to increased CO2 levels at a slower rate than
currently occurring.
Computer climate model projections of
temperature rises don’t worry me. What really
worries me are the well known and understood
physical properties of greenhouse gases.
Greenhouse gases are vital for prolific life on
Earth. Without greenhouse gases, the average
global temperature would be -18 degrees Celsius.
Greenhouse gases cause global warming by
absorbing certain frequencies of infrared radiation
warming the atmosphere and retaining heat.
Increasing greenhouse gases will cause increased
retention of heat and increased warming.
Humans are dumping huge amounts of CO2
into the atmosphere and hence are causing global
warming.
The only arguments are about the amount
and rate of global warming, and the nature of
any tipping points (positive feedbacks), including
the melting of polar ice sheets reducing albedo,
melting of frozen tundra in the Arctic releasing
methane from decomposing buried plant material

and die off of the Amazon.
Jim Hansen might be correct, and the tipping
points might be just irreversible, so that global
warming won’t occur rapidly. Not of concern to
us, just our grandchildren. On the other hand,
tipping points might result in sudden catastrophic
warming.
Arguments that global warming won’t happen
because there are negative feedbacks are hopelessly
optimistic. Richard Lindzen has never seen a
negative feedback he didn’t like. However, there
are many more positive feedbacks than negative
ones.
Even if AGW wasn’t happening, there are other
reasons for being concerned. Our present standard
of living is dependent on having cheap abundant
energy.
Currently, human global energy production
is around 16 terawatts, which averaged over 7
billion comes to 2,000 Watts or the equivalent of
each and every person on Earth burning 20 100
Watt light globes 24 hours a day.
To put this into perspective, your brain is a
10 Watt machine. Your brain uses 20 per cent
of your energy at rest, so at rest you’re a 50 Watt
machine. Which means, on average, each person
on Earth has 20 slaves doing his work for him,
mostly coming from the stored energy of fossil
fuels, which is a finite resource.
It’s even worse. Modern agriculture is highly
productive. 70 per cent of the global population
used to live on farms. Now it’s two per cent.
Modern agriculture uses farm machinery fuelled by
fossil fuels and fertilisers and insecticides, both made
from fossil fuels, allowing the global population to
increase from 1 billion in 1800 to 7 billion now.
Modern agriculture is a method of converting
fossil fuel to food. In Medieval times, a farmer
would expend 1 calorie of energy (mainly his
physical labour) to produce two calories of food.
Now it’s more like 10 calories of energy to produce
one calorie of food.
And when the fossil fuels run out?
The current 16 terawatts of energy is inequitably
distributed. There are billions in the developing
world having no or very little energy, and naturally
they want the western lifestyle. And if we are very
lucky, the global population might stabilise at 9
billion in 2050, so we need to provide at least 80
per cent more.
And where is the extra energy going to come
from? The current energy mix includes the
consumption of 90 million barrels of oil a day,
and a typical major oil field contains enough oil to
supply the world for 1-2 weeks (there are thousands
of oil fields and it takes years to deplete one, but
it means that we need to be discovering, and
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exploiting, dozens of new oil fields each year just
to keep pace with current consumption. Can you
think of any new fields recently?)
And oil is a precious resource. You can’t run
aeroplanes on natural gas or coal. Retrofitting the
world’s shipping to run again on coal would be an
enormous if not impossible task.
It’s a real conundrum.
Historically, humans have been very
good at innovating and coming up with
unexpected technological fixes. Malthus
was wrong in the late 18th century
because he wasn’t able to foresee the
technological changes coming.
But what if our current situation is
different because we are running into
absolute limits in finite commodities:
energy, fresh water and arable land.
And then we potentially compound the
problem by adding AGW to the mix?

and more...

M
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Wayne Robinson
Kingsley WA

ark Lawson confirms his opinion of
Australian journalism in The Skeptic 32:1:
“As for general content of newspapers, their
strength has never been in balanced, informed
commentary”, with his offering in the following
issue.
After flirting with epistemic nihilism, he
concedes “the experts who get it right are using
well-established, reliable systems, or bodies of
knowledge.” So in the case of climate science, do
physics, chemistry, oceanography, meteorology,
geology, palaeontology, etc count?
“For climate models are frequently justified by
a technique forecasters call hind-casting.” Other
climate epochs have been used, not just the ‘past
few decades’ and they produce results similar to
the paleoclimate data1.
Another way models are tested is by suggesting
things to look for in the real world. Successful
model predictions (with dates) include:
tropospheric warming with stratospheric cooling
(1967); faster rates of increase in night (1896)
and winter (1896, 1980) temperatures compared
to day and summer ones; polar amplification –
faster temperature increases in the Arctic (1896,
1980) have led to the (upward) correction of the
UAH satellite record (2006) and estimates of
sea surface temperatures during the last glacial
maximum (1985). The last was confirmed by
subsequent paleo evidence2.
He says “Temperatures increased between

the mid-70s and the turn of the century, but
have done little since.” Is the positive trend since
2000 statistically significant? No, it’s too short.
Remember you need at least 17 years3.
“They count as forecasting systems ... where
the assumptions have to be fully revealed,
discussed and tested.” Who’s hiding? A quick
Google shows you can download the code for
some of the models with documentation and
literature cites where the process of “revelation,
discussion and testing” can be seen4.
On emission forecasting: “In practice, only
the most extreme scenario is ever quoted.” That
would be because that is the trajectory we’ve been
following since 20015.
“... whether there is an economic case for
limiting emissions now. The usual answer to
this is no.” This is incorrect, at least among
economists. At worst, the work of Nordhaus
using the DICE (2007) and RICE (2010) models
supports action, but hypothesises that lost utility
(economic opportunity) from climate damage
doesn’t exceed that from mitigation efforts until
very high levels of greenhouse gas accumulate, on
the order of 660ppm CO2 equivalent for DICE.
RICE suggests a lower threshold6 of 550ppm.
On discounting and discount rates: “the Stern
report got its answer by assuming”. No. Read
Chapter 2 [esp. 2.4, p.31-36], the appendix to
that chapter, chapter 6 [6.4, p.152-164] and the
technical appendix7. What the review assumed
was that the value of a future person’s utility is the
same as someone now.
On Garnaut: “I never found any explanation,
either in that report or outside it, about how the
time value problem was overcome.” Mark didn’t
look hard enough. Section 1.7 p.18, ‘Valuing the
future relative to the present’ is a discussion of
approaches to discounting, and what was used in
the report calculations (real rates of 1.35 and 2.65
per cent, p.19). Then there are the updates8 for
2011.
“A rule of thumb estimate based on past
behaviour of CO2 in the atmosphere”.’ The
scenarios Mark derides used the known properties
of CO2, based on paleoclimate and spectroscopic
data.
So to come up with ‘results far short of most
of the scenarios’, Mark must believe that the
equilibrium sensitivity of carbon dioxide is
extremely low, which is not compatible with the
paleoclimate record, or observations. Compare
James Young’s letter citing David Evans9.
The equilibrium sensitivity for a doubling of
CO2, feedbacks included, is about 3 degrees C
on the basis of the paleoclimate record and the
current understanding of atmospheric physics10.
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If Evans is right, we couldn’t have had ice ages
or interglacials. Similarly, the warming observed
from the 40 per cent increase in CO2 over the
span of the instrumental record should have been
smaller than what has been observed, all other
factors being equal.
The problem with the temperature records for
‘climate skeptics’ is that they all show much the
same trend, no matter how they are obtained.
Overall it’s getting warmer by about 0.15 degrees
per decade11.
On Greenland ice, Chen’s paper shows that
the rate of melt can change quickly, within a few
years. But the trend overall is downward: figures
5, 7, and 9 are consistent with the rest of the
literature and Ian’s diagram12.
Question the claims. Seek the evidence.
Rob O’Connor
Gorokan NSW
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majority of the top climate scientists accept
that we are affecting the climate. Second, major
scientific bodies endorse this conclusion. Third, two
independent researchers, Morgan and McCrystal,
had analysed the issues and agreed with the scientific
consensus. To me, that seemed sufficient to conclude
that humans probably were affecting world climate.
When I wrote my paper, I was quite worried.
I really thought that someone might find huge
flaws with my approach and tear it to pieces. But
that didn’t happen. Some people understood and
accepted my approach. The ones who didn’t accept it,
didn’t seem to fully grasp what I was doing.
In the last issue of the Skeptic, James Young
comments that I had difficulty making a decision
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about global warming. That isn’t quite true. I
concluded that a complete mastery of the topic would
take too long, and devised an intellectual short-cut. If
the short-cut is not valid, I need to be shown why. If
it is valid, it should figure in arguments pro and con
among non-experts on the topic.
James is concerned with the dispute between Ian
Bryce and John Happs about global warming. Bryce
is pro-AGW, Happs opposed. James chides Ian
Bryce for being “overly assertive”, and clearly
favours a courteous style of debate. Then
he quotes a series of sources to contest Ian
Bryce’s arguments.
James draws on a journal article
by Chen, Tapley and Wilson to claim
that “it is shown that, for the whole of
Greenland there is virtually no ice lost. ...
Their study shows that Greenland’s northwestern glaciers’ ice loss increased by 100Gt/
yr; Greenland’s south-eastern glaciers’ ice loss
decreased by 109 Gt/yr.” (Young 2012: 58)
I did a double-take when I read this. If one side
of Greenland is losing about 100 gigatonnes more
ice per year and the other is losing about the same
amount less per year, then surely that tells us nothing
about the overall rate of loss of ice. It could be zero
or it could be enormous. The figures simply say that
an increase in the rate of loss on one side is roughly
balanced by a decrease in the rate of loss on the other.
Where is the reasoning which shows that “there is
virtually no ice lost”?
I was puzzled, so I dug out the original paper. I
read the whole paper three times. Essentially, the
authors are using a satellite gravitational method of
estimating variations in ice loss in Greenland, the
world’s second largest ice cap. Their method has
many potential errors and distortions, and so the
scientists go in for a good deal of fancy mathematics
before concluding: “While the Greenland as a whole
continues to lost a significant amount of ice (219 ±
38 Gt/yr) during the period considered here ... during
the last two years (ie 2008 and 2009) the ice loss in
the southeast is basically stalled, with no evidence ice
loss trend at all.” (Chen et al 2011: 8. Grammatical
errors in the original)
The authors point out (on page 9) that their
findings broadly agree with other researchers’ results
from other methods. So, far from Greenland losing
no ice, the authors conclude that it is actually losing
over 200 gigatonnes (ie 200 times 109 tonnes) per
year. To me, that’s a terrifying amount!
I have no way of judging how valid the methods
of Chen and his colleagues are. However, it seems
clear that their paper does not constitute evidence
against the view that the ice-cap is melting and,
if the methods are valid, it actually supports that
conclusion. This is the only properly refereed source

which James cites. All the rest are websites. Now the
internet has much good material on it, and a great
deal of lunacy and rubbish. We must therefore treat
website material with a great deal of caution.
This led me to look carefully at James’s major
source on climate change or its absence, the work of
Dr David Evans. James reports that he finds Evans’s
arguments “very persuasive”. Well, upon what basis?
I can’t evaluate the Chen et al paper because I don’t
know enough to critique either the data collection
or the mathematics. Unless James has specialist
knowledge, I don’t see how he can do much better in
evaluating the claims of David Evans.
It is certainly true that Dr Evans, on his website,
produces what look like powerful arguments against
human-induced global warming. Indeed, he argues
that the Earth is actually cooling despite increasing
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. He produces lots
of charts and graphs and arguments, but his essential
argument is that the climate change models don’t fit
the evidence.
If this is so, we would expect that Dr Evans
would have made strenuous efforts to convince
the scientific community of this. We would expect
him to have given papers at scientific conferences
detailing his claims, and to have published papers in
scientific journals. That is how scientific revolutions
start. The problem is that when I use scientific
databases like Web of Science, I can find nothing at
all by Evans on climate change matters. He doesn’t
seem to have contributed to scientific forums on
the issue.
I looked closely at the evidence about Dr
Evans. He seems to be a very good engineer and
mathematician who did some work on a carbon
accounting system for the government (and
published the results). However, there is no record
of his having expertise on climate matters. And, for
what it is worth, there is a website which strongly
critiques Dr Evans’ claims: according to this site, his
claims have been debunked again and again.
Now, logically, if we accept the evidence found
on websites as James does, then we must accept
this other internet evidence which says that Evans’
arguments consist of “long-debunked myths and
gross misunderstandings of basic climate science”. If
we don’t accept evidence from websites, then Evans’s
original claims cannot be “persuasive”. Or we can be
very wary of accepting internet ‘evidence’.
Another aspect of Evans’ claims worries me,
and it should worry James too. We both favour
courteous debate, but Evans has publicly referred
to a previous Prime Minister as “Gullible Kevin”
and “you patsy”. He seems to believe that the
whole concern with climate change is because
the “regulating class” is trying to control the
world. He refers to whole categories of people
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– including academics like me – as “Parasitic/
Political Regulating Anti-Marketeer”, and says of
us that “honesty is not their highest value”. I agree
with James that abuse is inappropriate in serious
discussion, so why does James not denounce Evans
as well?
All this matters because, nowadays, it is
relatively easy to create the impression of powerful
scientific evidence without actually having any. The
creation scientists did exactly that in the 1980s,
and fooled millions of people. I hesitate to say that
climate change deniers are like creation scientists,
but the most convincing demonstration to the
contrary would be if they produced some real,
peer-reviewed science.
I am suggesting that we skeptics must be very
careful when we comment on scientific matters
about which we are not expert. It is very hard
to read and understand cutting-edge science
(try reading the Chen et al paper!), and it is
dangerously easy to accept ‘scientific’ arguments
which are wrong. If we accept glib tirades as the
last word on scientific matters, my view is that we
have lost the right to be called skeptics.
Martin Bridgstock
Griffith University QLD
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and a little bit more...

I

am not a climate scientist. However I have
learned the underlying physics and included
it in my university teaching, and have had some
experience in reporting and evaluating the work
of experts.
To clarify this complex topic of climate
change, we can start by identifying several
distinct positions as follows.

POSITIONS

A. Global warming is either not happening, or
it’s not manmade. This classic strong denier
position requires that both the theory and the
measurements are faulty. This is the stance of Ian
Plimer, non-Lord Monckton, Marc Morano and
Nick Minchin.
B. Global warming is happening and is largely
manmade, but is much smaller that the IPCC
claims. This position (which could be called
weak deniers) allows the basic theory to be right,
but claims the measurement data has been
be misused. This is the position of Dr David
Evans (and perhaps James Young), who claims
an amplification factor of 0.5. If true, climate
change is not yet a serious problem.
C.The IPCC is generally right (this could be called
the warmist position). Their models include a
gain of around 3, which is based on measured
temperature rise. If true, climate change is on its
way to becoming a serious problem, threatening
perhaps 40 per cent of species through habitat
loss, and (together with overpopulation, famine
and warfare) perhaps threatening civilisation.

MANMADE WARMING VERY LIKELY…

Firstly, what does theory tell us? By 1861, Tyndall
showed that CO2 strongly absorbs infrared, and
by 1894 Arrhenius described how extra CO2 in
the atmosphere would trap some of the outgoing
infrared radiation and reflect half of it back to
earth, thus warming the surface. This was sufficient
to allow theory to predict that manmade CO2 and
other greenhouse gases (GHG) would warm the
planet (if other things remain unchanged), casting
doubt on Position A.
Later researchers, including Callendar, were
by 1938 able to quantify this effect, to model
it correctly, and to allow for different latitudes.
This showed that CO2 is at least a major factor
in the observed warming, and showing the denier
position A to be untenable.

…BUT HOW MUCH?

Supposing CO2 increased from its pre-industrial
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level to double that. If other things remained
unchanged, this direct effect would produce an
average warming of about 1.1 Celsius – defined as
the sensitivity. (We have not reached this point yet;
the purpose is to measure the slope of the relation.)
But does this slope correctly predict the actual
warming? Other potential factors need to be
studied as follows:
• Man’s industrial activity: non-GHG
atmospheric pollution, including CFCs,
nitrates, sulphur, and non-thermal effects of
CO2 etc, have been studied and found to be
less significant than direct CO2.
• Natural causes: Suggested factors include solar
variation, orbit variation, tilt in the axis, the
sudden emptying of the Black Sea, cosmic rays,
sulphate from volcanos. I have debated some of
these with Ian Plimer. These have been studied
theoretically, measured in detail, and correlated
with warming. Some are real but small, and are
now included in climate models.
• Feedback: This important topic acknowledges
the direct warming of GHG, and looks at
secondary influences of that warmer surface. It
is amenable to both theory and measurement,
the uncertainties are much larger than the
simple direct warming. Yet feedback is essential
to distinguish between positions B and C.

more evaporates, creating more clouds, whose
white colour reflects more sunlight, cooling the
earth. If F = -1 (negative feedback) then G2 = 0.5,
weakening the warming. This is position B, and
matches what Dr Evans claims.
Thirdly, advanced theory suggests that with a
little warming, the water vapour in the atmosphere
will increase. Water vapour is itself a greenhouse
gas, which traps more heat, amplifying the direct
warming. This is positive feedback.
Other paths are also possible – white polar
icecaps melting and being replaced with dark
ocean and grass leads to more sunlight being
absorbed. Or clathrates released from the deep
ocean can liberate methane, also a greenhouse gas.
If these effects add up to F = 0.67 then G2 = 3,
greatly enhancing the warming. This is Position C,
and matches what the IPCC claims. (See reference
3 for a detailed list of climate models and their
gains ranging from about 2.5 to 4.0.)
To answer James’ question, in this model,
whatever value you put in for F, the warming can
be reduced or increased, but never reduced to zero
or made negative. Dr Evans knows this because
he also studied engineering. He has conceded that
global warming is real and manmade, but disagrees
about the G2 feedback effect.

ENHANCEMENT BY FEEDBACK

Note that if F ever grew to +1, G would become
infinite, which means the system would become
unstable. This is colloquially known as a ‘tipping
point’. Warming could then increase without limit,
until a new set of laws imposed a new equilibrium.
Reducing CO2 would then be futile – the only
thing the scientists could do is shout “I told you
so” as the whole ecology turned over.
Thus feedback theory embraces positions B and
C. The best way to distinguish between these is by
measuring the actual temperature rise versus time
to find the sensitivity, and correlating it with other
influences to find the dominant effects.

Look at the paper by Evans which James linked to
(Ref 1), it gives a clear description of negative and
positive feedback in pictorial form.
My Figure 1 shows basic feedback theory
(adapted to match Evans’ diagrams). G1 is the
direct warming. F is the feedback loop gain. The
feedback gain can be calculated as G2 = 1 / (1-F).
Firstly, if the feedback loop gain F is zero,
the feedback gain is 1.0, leaving only the direct
warming.
Secondly, more advanced and complex
climate theory identifies several possible feedback
mechanisms. Once the sea surface is warmed,
Figure 1
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RUNAWAY FEEDBACK AND TIPPING POINTS

BACK TO THE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

The modelling of these secondary feedback effects
is not as robust as the direct warming. The IPCC
‘consensus’ draws on many ‘independent’ climate
models from different universities and government
research institutions. Dr Evans claims that in
these, the feedback mechanisms were adjusted
to match the perceived measured temperature
rise. He claims that the measurements are flawed
(overestimating temperature rise by a factor of 6),
and hence the models are also flawed. If so, theory
is not much use in giving the degree of warming
(position B vs C), and it all comes down to the
measurements.
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WHO IS DR EVANS?
So who is Dr David Evans? He has been a
scientist, and for six years a climate adviser to
Prime Ministers Howard and Rudd. Given any
PM’s propensity to select those who say what he
wants to hear, this is no validity.
While Evans is cautious in his written claims, a
little research finds more outlandish claims when
on a podium with deniers. This does little for his
credibility.
For example, in Perth in 2011 (Ref 2) he
claimed the IPCC global temperature data is
biased because “nearly 90 per cent of the official
thermometers … are located in the warm
exhausts of air conditioning outlets …and at
airports where they get blasts of hot air from jet
engines … This is how science cheats”. What a
gross exaggeration, and an insult to the world’s
climate scientists who do their best to correct
the measurements for the expanding urban
environment!
Evan says there has been nothing but
steady warming since 1680. Instead, the best
NASA graphs (non IPCC) clearly show much
recent steepening, as would be expected from
accelerating CO2 emissions.
Dr Evans also claims “satellites say the hottest
year was 1998”, implying there has been no
warming since then. However, the deniers simply
pick a very hot year and then claim the world
had been cooling since. In contrast, scientists
learn statistics for at least two years, so they can
compare like with like, and use averaging to
obtain significance. When the random noise
is filtered, the average temperature continues
inexorably to rise.
More dramatically, Evans told a meeting in
Cape Town: “Global warming is nothing but a
ruse to create a massive global bureaucracy that
will rule the world with impunity.
“Who are you going to believe, the
government, scientists or the data? It’s easy for
them to dismiss us; it threatens what they’re really
after — complete world domination.”
In summary, Evans is not a climate scientist
but a ranting conspiracist.

OTHER DENIERS

I was shocked to hear Non-Lord Monckton
several months ago ranting and raving against
the ABC (for offering some criticism of him) as
it was a harbourer of child molesters. Why do we
tolerate such inciting of hatred?
In 2003, James presented to me a paper by
his denier du jour, a Ray Evans of the Lavoisier
Group. He is a businessman, a denier, and a
conspiracist, but not a climate scientist. I noted

several errors which were sufficient to dismiss the
work as incorrect.
Now James has turned to a new guru. This is
typical of the denier-seeker movement – when
one denier is discredited, they churn to the next,
unable to recognise the big picture that perhaps
all deniers are flawed.

REAL CLIMATE SCIENTISTS

The IPCC is not a centralised group capable of
conspiring together, but merely collects together
the work of tens of independent research bodies
and tries to integrate their findings. Such
researchers have estimated the feedback factor
G2 based on modelling (difficult as that is)
and by correlation with measured temperature
rise and other data. Ref 3 shows their estimates
for G2. The most we can do is compare their
credentials and rigour with that of deniers such
as Dr Evans. A no-brainer, as they say.
Moreover, an independent climate scientist
recently completed his own analysis of the
published temperature data. This is Dr
Richard Muller of the Berkeley Earth Surface
Temperature Project (Ref 4). His results
generally confirmed the IPCC temperature
graphs. He concluded: “When we began our
study, we felt that skeptics had raised legitimate
issues, and we didn’t know what we’d find. Our
results turned out to be close to those published
by prior groups. We think that means that
those groups had truly been very careful in their
work, despite their inability to convince some
skeptics of that. They managed to avoid bias in
their data selection, homogenisation and other
corrections.”
In summary, the evidence I see is strongly in
favour of the Position C warmists – perhaps with
95 per cent confidence. We strongly mitigate
against a 1 per cent chance of fire, burglary and
war, so why are we neglecting this much greater
threat?
Ian Bryce
Balmain NSW
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ason Rosenhouse has a funny
hobby. He is a professor of
mathematics, and though he is proud
of his Jewish heritage, he is an atheist.
His hobby is to go to conferences
of creationists, the people who have
such faith in the Bible that they think
the universe was created only a few
thousand years ago and evolution
never happened, and to see what
sort of exchanges he might have
with the conventioneers. In Among
the Creationists: Dispatches from the
Anti-Evolution Front Line, Rosenhouse
explains his hobby, his studies of
creationist thought and literature,
the arguments brought forth by both
sides, and the chasm between them.
Naturally, he thinks science has the better
explanation of cosmology, geology, and biology,
and his book is written with that in mind.
He does get exasperated with what he sees as
the downright insularity and extremism of
creationists, but he avoids being condescending,
just as he (mostly) avoids being so when he
is face to face with them. It would be nice to
think that his is a step to bring both sides closer,
but his experiences in his often bizarre hobby
have convinced him further that evolution and
traditional Christianity cannot easily coexist.
Rosenhouse got his interest in creationism when
there was a vitriolic anti-evolution letter printed in
the student paper while he was doing his graduate
mathematics work at Dartmouth. The letter
contained views that were new to him: evolution
was a tool of Satan, it was scientifically fallacious, it
was brought about by scientists who were fervent
atheists, it violated thermodynamics, and it could
not produce anything as complex as the human
eye. Rosenhouse didn’t know any of this; he had
“had the benefit of a public school education
unencumbered by religious interference.”
He decided to learn more about both
evolution and creationism, and he started reading
creationism first, initially impressed by the
attempts to make creationism sound scientific.

It was only after boning up on evolution that he
could answer such attempts, but even before that,
his reading of creationist claims made him uneasy.
The creationists used scientific jargon, but
it was simplistic. They insisted not just that
evolution was wrong, but that it was ridiculous,
that there was no evidence at all for it opposed
to massive evidence for creationism, and it
was not science but it was the promotion of
secular humanism. When it got to their specific
treatment of mathematics, such as articles drawn
from probability or information theory, they
were on Rosenhouse’s turf, and he was shocked.
It wasn’t just that they were making minor errors:
“I am not saying that creationists had interesting
points to make, but had misunderstood some
difficult, technical detail. I am talking instead
about errors indicative of a total incomprehension
of the subject.”
He wanted to know more about how these
misunderstandings occurred, and he went, among
other places, to the Creation Mega-Conference
at Liberty University, the Darwin vs. Design
Conference in Knoxville, Tennessee, and the
Creation Museum in Petersburg, Kentucky (the
last one more than one time). He does have
conversations with the attendees and sometimes
with the people giving presentations from the stage.
Evolutionists who wish to take up his hobby
will find tips here about what sort of replies
make for factual rebuttals. It is also a matter of
confrontation style.
Sometimes he has found himself surrounded
by a crowd of creationists which “treats the
errant Darwinist like some sort of zoo animal”,
peppering him with questions. He has learned
to resist firing a hot and witty reply. “However
temporarily satisfying it is to fire a real zinger,
any hope of doing long-term good comes from
being scrupulously polite.” He repeatedly reports
that the politeness was a two-way street on the
personal level, and is generally welcomed by other
attendees in a respectful and friendly manner.
There is advice here for creationists as well,
the sort who say scientists are so disrespectful
and rude. Not only is Rosenhouse not that way,
he sees disrespect from the other side: “When
I attend these conferences, I hear caricatures of
science, I see misquotations of scientists’ views,
and very simplistic versions of evolution.” Sharpen
your arguments, he advises, not your contempt.
It has to be admitted that although he does
get into conversation with the creationists, the
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conversations do not go very far; at most, he can
ensure that they have the experience of seeing a
respectful evolutionist that does not conform to their
caricatures, and he might instill some slight doubt in
those minds which are not already fully closed.
Rosenhouse brings up important points about
creationist beliefs that should be remembered by
those of the other persuasion. When he simply
asked creationists bluntly what they objected to in
evolution, he never got the reply that it conflicts
with the proper view of a 10,000-year-old Earth or
their old chestnut of thermodynamics forbidding
complexity coming from simplicity, nor did
anyone say, “It is contrary to the Bible.” If he
pushed the conversation, conflicts with scripture
would come up, and those conflicts are what
“creation science” is all about.
Creationists refuse to accept evolution, he has
found, because it simply horrifies them. Evolution
means savagery and waste to them (that it often
means cooperation is not the point), and God
would not have allowed a creation he declared
good to employ such a method of development.
They are fearful that accepting Darwinism would
throw away any morality, and the world would all
go to hell before everyone goes to hell. They seem
to think that creation and morality are tied to their
particular deity, and to allow that it is all some sort
of natural process would mean that people could
not know right from wrong. They do not eschew
evolution because they find creation science more
convincing, but because they see themselves as a
righteous few within a sea of secular evil.
Rosenhouse is almost never condescending, but
he does delight in the absurdities he has found. At
the Creation Museum, he finds “much to teach us
about modern creationism. It is also surprisingly
thought-provoking, if not quite in the way the
directors intend.” He watches an animatronic
display in which Mr P. Snodgrass, a science teacher
who teaches impressionable children about atheistic
evolution and an Earth millions of years old, is
confounded and reduced to sputtering when the
angels Gabriel and Michael confront him with
their truths. “The angels make frequent use of
words like ‘cool,’ ‘whoa,’ ‘awesome,’ ‘gnarly,’ and
‘dude,’ thereby leaving no doubt regarding the
locus of hipness in this conversation.”
There is a plaque which helpfully explains the
answer to the vexations problem of how scorpions
and snakes, created during the perfect seven-day
creation week and thus having no need to kill
other creatures, got their venom. The plaque
says we don’t know exactly how venoms entered
the world after Adam’s fall, but the possibilities
include: “Changed use of chemicals (chemicals
that once had non-harmful functions at the

creation turned to venoms after the curse). /
Revealed information (the potential to make
venoms was built into the original creation but
not revealed until after the curse).” Rosenhouse
remarks, “The other placards show a similar
attention to detail.”
And then there is the delightful photo here
of the life-sized model of triceratops. Any good
natural history museum ought to have such a
thing, but this one is there only to show the
creationist belief that humans existed at the same
time dinosaurs did. For this reason, it has a saddle
on it. Signs insist, “CHILDREN ONLY.”
Among the Creationists provides an excellent
summary of the principles of evolution and the
science backing it up, and though Rosenhouse
disagrees with creationist ideas, he has done
a good job of trying objectively to report on
creation science and its stepchild, intelligent
design. It will be obvious on every page which side
of the argument he supports, but he understands
the other side well.
He also summarises the attempts, anathema
to literal creationists, of accepting theological
evolution, but warns, “This is not science and
evolution in conversation. This is science telling
it like it is and religion trying desperately to catch
up. After science has dutifully applied its methods,
over the course of centuries and frequently in
the face of religious objections, you do not get to
redefine your words and pretend that religion had
the right answers all along.”
The best part of his book is that Rosenhouse
takes us to creationist venues that those of us
who take the scientific side never get to see.
There are plenty of amusing anecdotes about his
explorations, and insight into why creationists
believe the way they do, as well as good
explanations why they should not.
- Reviewed by Bob Hardy
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Climate

The classroom climate
How to get Expelled from School A guide to climate change for pupils, parents and punters
By Ian Plimer
Connor Court, A$29.95

C
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apitalising on the popular
success of his previous book,
Heaven and Earth: Global Warming
– The Missing Science, Professor
Ian Plimer has returned to our
bookshelves inviting insurrection
from the youth against the
politically correct science that they
are being taught in school.
In contrast with Heaven and
Earth, this book is much lighter on
the science. Chapters that deal with
scientific topics quickly divert into
attacks on Tim Flannery, Al Gore and
the IPCC. The text lacks footnotes
and the skeptical reader is left to guess
the sources of many of the claims that
run counter to conventional science.
At the heart of this book is what
purports to be a scientific argument demolishing
the hypothesis of anthropogenic global warming.
• For most of time, the planet’s atmosphere
had a far greater carbon dioxide content than
now yet the planet both warmed and cooled.
This clearly shows that other great forces drive
climate change, that CO2 does not and that
the hypothesis is wrong. (pp170)
• Each of the six major ice ages, including the
current one that started 34 million years ago,
began when the atmospheric CO2 content
was higher than now. These six ice ages show
that the hypothesis is wrong. (pp171)
• Ice core measurements show temperature
rises some 800 to 2000 years before the
atmospheric CO2 content rises. Again, the
hypothesis is shown to be wrong. (pp172)
• Some 24,000 years ago, during the peak of
glaciation there was a sudden warming of
about 15C. Was this warming due to smoke
stacks emitting CO2? Of course not. The
hypothesis is again wrong. (pp173)
• Roman times were warmer than now but this
could not be due to human emissions of CO2
and again the hypothesis is wrong. (pp176)
And so on. Plimer believes that he has
demonstrated to us 16 times in six pages why

the hypothesis of anthropogenic global warming
must be wrong. He concludes: “How many
times does a hypothesis have to be shown to
be wrong before it is rejected? Only once! The
climate industry still clings to the carbon dioxide
hypothesis and the only way this can be done is
to ignore the history of the planet and pretend
that the planet had a stable benign climate until
the Industrial Revolution. This is not science. I
would like to know what particular drug these
catastrophists are ‘on’ as it clearly obliterates the
past and creates a wonderful false reality!” (pp175)
Of course, these are all straw man arguments.
Most of the evidence that Plimer uses in these
arguments is acknowledged by scientists in the
field, though some of his claims such as the Roman
era being globally warmer than today are disputed.
There is no contradiction between saying that
there have been natural temperature variations
in prehistory and stating an AGW hypothesis.
As CO2 is not purported to be the only driver of
climate, an enumeration of prior ages with higher
CO2 and lower temperatures does not refute
the hypothesis. Anyone that grasps a feedback
mechanism will have no problem reconciling peaks
in temperature have historically occurred 800 years
or more prior to peaks in CO2 levels in the ice core
data with the notion of CO2 increases giving rise
to a temperature increase.
Much of Plimer’s critique of historical CO2
levels and his uncertainty of any anthropogenic rise
appear to be derived from the work of the Polish
physician and scientist Zbigniew Jaworowski.
Jaworowski’s argument is that preindustrial CO2
levels have been systematically underestimated by a
range of circumstances including:
• a misdating of the CO2 in the Antarctic Siple
ice core;
• a natural attrition of CO2 in older ice deposits  
that masquerades as an apparent historical
increase of CO2;
• poor positioning of the Mauna Loa observatory
in Hawaii has led to atmospheric CO2 levels
being corrupted by vehicle exhaust and
volcanic eruptions; and
• historical CO2 measurements back to the 1820s
have been systematically discarded if they don’t
match presumptions from the Siple ice core.
This argument was made in various articles
and books that Jaworowski published in the
early 1990s1. The subsequent advances in ice core
drilling at Vostok base in Antactica have given
researchers a 420,000 year record that shows
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CO2 levels fluctuating in accord with the Earth’s
orbital cycles and that CO2 levels have never
exceeded 300ppm. This is a strong refutation of
Jaworowski’s hypothesis of CO2 levels being lower
in deeper core samples because of a gradual release
into the atmosphere. Similarly, the corroboration
of the Mauna Loa data set with samples taken
at the South Pole over a similar time period
eliminates any suggestion that the increase in
atmospheric CO2 is a localised phenomenon.
Plimer presents Jaworowski’s arguments
against the reliability of CO2 monitoring without
criticism but also uses evidence from the Vostok
ice core and the corroboration of South Pole
and Mauna Loa data in other parts of How to get
Expelled from School.
On sea level changes, Plimer gives significant
weight to the views of Swedish geophysicist,
Nils-Axel Mörner. According to Plimer: “In the
past 2000 years, sea level has oscillated with five
peaks reaching 0.6 to 1.2 metres above the present
level. There is actually a Commission on Sea Level
and Coastal Evolution, an independent body
unrelated to the IPCC. … It states that by 2100
AD, sea level will have risen by 5 ±15cm.” (p144)
This statement is interesting for a number
of reasons. Firstly, the International Union for
Quaternary Research (INQUA) did convene a
Commission on Sea Level and Coastal Evolution,
but it was disbanded after Mörner’s term as
president was completed in 2003 and INQUA
has been at pains to distance itself from the
Mörner claims ever since2. Mörner made the
following statement about a 21st century sea levels
rise on the commission’s website: “My personal
evaluation (Mörner, 1995) is ‘10 cm, at the most
20 cm, in the next century’.”3
In later writings, Mörner had refined this
figure to the “5 ±15cm” that Plimer quotes,
rather than 47 ±39 cm of the IPCC. The
statement that sea level has oscillated with
five peaks between 0.6m and 1.2m in the last
2000 years is also to be found in the writings
of Mörner. This runs counter to most research
in this area that shows stable conditions for
most of the last 2000 years, aside from a
steep rise since 1800AD4. It appears from
numerous papers that Mörner has written that
his estimates are based on visual inspections
where he attempts to identify and date high
water marks in stone formations, soil and
exposed tree roots. Mörner’s methodology
seems eccentric when compared to the standard
techniques such as as the dating strata in coral
reefs using an isotopic analysis. In recent years,
Mörner has also taken an interest in finding
a scientific basis for dowsing, discovering a

calendrical alignment in a Swedish stone circle
and identifying an ancient Greek trading post
in the south of Sweden.
Plimer produces a diagram that shows the
annual increase in methane levels based on
ice core data from Law Dome Antartica and
atmospheric measurement at Cape Grim in
Tasmania. Plimer’s graph ends abruptly at the
year 2000 prior to significant methane rises that
have occurred since 2007. This cropped data fits
his narrative that increasing methane emissions
were caused by leaks in Russian gas pipelines. “It
was capitalism that reduced human emissions of
methane to the atmosphere, not environmental
activism, taxation or nature.” (p134).
While dismissing Michael Mann’s
reconstruction of past temperatures as a fraud,
Plimer gives his own proxies to the past climactic
conditions. We learn that the ancient land of
Lydia, which according to common wisdom
tells us is an inland region of Asia Minor, is now
a submerged city (p143) and that Hannibal
successfully marched elephants over the Alps in
218BC because the mountain range was ice free
(p129).
Professor Plimer concludes this book with
101 questions that students might like to ask their
‘warmist’ teachers. Tree hugging pedagogues will
cringe in terror when they are asked, “Do plants
know the difference between carbon dioxide
emitted from human activities and carbon dioxide
from natural emissions?” (p199) or “If water
vapour is the main greenhouse gas, why doesn’t
the government have a tax for water vapour
emissions?” (p203)
Overall, there are few surprises in this book.
Professor Plimer regurgitates many of his earlier
inaccuracies and polemics. His disaffected readers
are unlikely to be expelled from school. Neither will
they be any wiser about the science of climate.
- Reviewed by Chris Guest
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LETTERS

To the Editor

What you think ...
Health Funds
& Alt Med

S

orry, but it’s simply not true that
taxpayers end up subsidising
health insurers for alternative
medicine treatments. [The Skeptic,
31:4, p6]
The premiums paid by the policy
holders are usually more than
adequate to cover these claims. Socalled ‘alternative medicine’ claims
don’t cost all that much and the extra
income from such policy holders
actually ends up subsidising the rest
of us who prefer something more
scientific.
Indeed, my own health fund was
kind enough to state that: “We have
been paying benefits for some time.
Over this time, less than 1 per cent
of our ancillary benefits are paid for
homeopathy services, therefore the
impact on premiums is negligible.
In addition to this, alternative

therapies are generally attractive to
younger members, who attracted
to the fund ‘cross subsidise’ the
older members and thus keep the
premiums lower than would be the
case if our membership continued to
age. Therefore, the cost of less than
1 per cent is in reality lower again.”
(GMHBA, January 2008)
Alternative medicine may be
rubbish, but it is at least cheap
rubbish.
David Frankland
Edgewater WA

Lynne Fineden
Newcastle NSW

Fancy Talk

T

he article in The Skeptic [32:1,
p15] titled “Unbelievable” by
Tony Sobrado left me out in the cold.
I feel it was an exhibition of Tony’s
linguistic prowess, simply a display
of his literary capabilities. The article
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may, however, have been very clever
and enlightening, but I was left in
the dark.
Perhaps the editor could consider
the fact that there are many avid
skeptics (plebeians) like me who
enjoy the skeptic movement but
feel excluded by this high handed
discourse.
More down to earth,
comprehensible language please.

DR BOB’S QUIZ SOLUTIONS
1. To send messages.
2. To broadcast music.
3. About 70 years after canned food was invented.
4. He asked again, and got a different answer.
5. 100%.

You can see more like this, every month and going back
some years, at www.skeptics.com.au/features/dr-bobs-quiz/
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Loc a l S kep t i ca l G ro u p s
VICTORIA

TASMANIA

Gippsland Skeptics – (formerly Sale Skeptics In The Pub)

Launceston Skeptics
Skeptics in the Pub

Meets every second Friday in Sale and Morwell in
alternate months.
saleskepticsinthepub@hotmail.com or 0424 376 153
Facebook http://www.facebook.com/pages/GippslandSkeptics/172376579482915

Contact: Jin-oh Choi, 0408 271 800
info@launcestonskeptics.com

Great Ocean Road Skeptics – (Geelong)
Meets on the last Wednesday of each month from 6pm, City
Quarter, Cunningham Pier East Geelong
Contact: Carolyn Coulson carolco@barwonhealth.org.au
Melbourne Eastern Hills Skeptics in the Pub

Meets second Monday of each month at The Knox Club,
Wantirna South.
Contact: Lucas Randall 0423141453
mehsitp@codenix.org
http://mehsitp.codenix.org

Melbourne Skeptics in the Pub

Meets on the fourth Monday of every month from 6 pm at the
Mt View Hotel in Richmond.
http://www.melbourneskeptics.com.au/skeptics-in-the-pub/

Mordi Skeptics in The Pub

Meets at 7.30pm on the first Tuesday of each month at the
Mordi Sporting Club. ($2 to cover website costs)
http://www.meetup.com/Mordi-Skeptics-in-the-Pub/

Peninsula Skeptics – (aka The Celestial Teapot)

Contacts: Graeme Hanigan 0438 359 600 or Tina Hunt 0416 156
945 or glannagalt@fastmail.fm
http://www.meetup.com/Teapot-Mornington-Peninsula/

NOTE: LISTINGS WELCOME

We invite listings for any Skeptical groups based on local rather than regional areas. Email us at editor@
skeptics.com.au with details of your organisation’s name, contact details and any regular functions, eg
Skeptics in the Pub, with time, day of the month, location etc. Because this is a quarterly journal and most
local groups meet monthly, it is unlikely we will be able to include references to specific speakers or events.
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